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Mr. EZ-Pass is a Sick, Sick Man 

EZ-Pass mailed me a violation notice today stating that I went through a tollbooth on the 

parkway without paying, which I don’t recall at all. Now, I have to pay $25.35:  $.35 for the toll 

and $25 for an “administration fee.” I don’t mind the fees, the thing that I worry most about is 

how they got such a clear picture of my car and license plate.  

Now, I am by no means a slow driver and I must’ve been going at least 30mph through the 

booth, yet their picture of my car is sharper than the pictures that I get from my digital camera. 

This got me wondering if they own any other pictures of me. Mr. EZ-Pass might be home right 

now staring at my picture in hopes of making me his lover one day. Scary! The scarier thing is 

that he can trace my license plate number to find out where I live. 

If I don’t post an entry for a week or two, know that Mr. EZ-Pass found me and he probably has 

me locked up in a cage. Send help.  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, September 20, 2003 

“EZ-Pass” 
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I Should’ve Just Listened to the Remote 

After coming home from a hard day at work, I checked the mail and I saw something that got 

my hopes up. A small transparent package revealed what appeared to be a remote for a vehicle 

and it was addressed to my dad.  

Without consulting my dad to determine if he ordered a car, I opened the flimsy package and 

read the small insert that surrounded the remote. The insert said something along the lines of 

“This remote MAY open the doors to a 2004 Ford Explorer. To find out if you have the winning 

remote, come on down to our showroom and while you are there, fill out an application to be 

pre-approved for a brand new car.” After reading this I was semi-convinced that this was a 

scam, but the remote looked1 as if it might be legit.  

At that moment, all ideas no longer came from the “common sense” sector of my brain, but 

they came from the “Argh! I’m a man, I don’t ask for directions, I don’t read instruction 

manuals, and I operate power tools” sector. Instead of looking at the remote more carefully, I 

immediately retrieved my cordless drill from the garage and opened up the remote. Inside, I 

found a simple battery with a LED light attached to it and springs behind each button. Curious 

about what the LED light was for, I re-assembled the product and pushed each button. Lock 

button...nothing, trunk button...nothing, unlock button...nothi....WAIT! There’s a light!  

A car remote with a light?!?!?! BLASPHEMY!! 

Had I just paid closer attention and observed this remote-pocketlight that they sent in the mail, 

I would’ve noticed the LED light sticking out of the front of it screaming, “HEY IDIOT! I’M FAKE! 

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME THAT YOU’VE SEEN SOMETHING LIKE ME ON A REAL REMOTE? 

THAT’S RIGHT, YOU HAVEN’T, YOU TOOL!” 

Bottom line, I broke a federal law by opening someone else’s mail to get the “remote” and I 

broke a law of stupidity by actually believing that this pocketlight was actually a real remote; 

however, I had a great time convincing my brother that he can kill bugs by aiming the light at 

them and pressing the “unlock” button. It’s currently 1:24am and he’s probably still outside 

looking for spiders to kill. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, August 17, 2004 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

                                                 
1
 If you have 90/90 vision and you squint at it in a dark room  
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Newaged Kids 

Nowadays, it’s a lot easier being a kid...at least it is in my family.  At the tender age of 2 years 

old, my most favorite toy was a cardboard box that our used TV came in. That box was my Swiss 

Army knife, playing several different roles in my underprivileged life. From a space shuttle to a 

super dragon repelling castle that was guarded by imaginary horses, my cardboard box was 

everything. My life felt complete with my toy, until I was exposed to its successor…the steering 

wheel. 

My dad’s 197(?) Datsun 180B caught on fire and the only thing that remained was the steering 

wheel, which he passed down to me much like a grandfather passes down a highly valued 

possession to his grandson. 

Steering Wheel was my everything. When I was mad at my parents, I would use my imaginary 

car alarm remote to unlock my imaginary doors, then sit on my imaginary leather bucket seat, 

and use my real steering wheel to drive to an imaginary location to see my imaginary friend, 

Otis. 

Fast forward to the year 2004 where my imagination as a child is a reality for my 4 year old 

brother. I had a 11” x12” box; while he has an 11’ x 12’ bedroom with carpet... my box didn’t 

have carpet. I had a steering wheel; while he has a Hotwheels motorcycle with headlights...my 

steering wheel didn’t even have a horn.  

Most recently, my kid brother got a Playstation 2 and a new friend named Ratchet (as in 

Ratchet and Clank). He tells Ratchet what to do and then he uses the Playstation controller to 

control him in order to fulfill the order. He got the Playstation on Monday and he sat in front of 

the television for about 6 hours while yelling at Ratchet, as if the poor computer generated 

image could hear him. I don’t care what kinds of gadgets Ratchet has, Otis would beat him in a 

fight ANYDAY! 

I plan on stealing the playstation from the kid and telling him that Ratchet ate it. (Shhh!!!!)  

Posted by Geremy F  

Wednesday, August 25, 2004 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

The Playstation 2 now sits unused in the basement.  That’s the worst thing about buying toys for kids.  I never left 

my steering wheel isolated.   
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I Now Own the Soul of a Hispanic Man 

A little bit of background before I explain my dirty, dirty deed. 

My mom and dad were gone for the week because of their anniversary and my dad put me in 

charge of one of his projects. Because I wanted to save money on the project, I decided to hire 

cheap labor (typically Hispanics) to do the job for $11/hr, as opposed to the $15/hr that the 

“real” workers were making. At the end of each day, I picked up the workers and paid them for 

the hours worked for that day. After they get paid, they must sign a “Notice of Receipt of 

Payment,” which acknowledges that they received payment for the work performed. 

Since most of these guys don’t know how to speak or read English, I decided to pull a little 

prank on them and I gave 3 of the guys a valid N.O.R.O.P and I gave the last Mexican lad a 

“Contract of Soul Transfer” which looks exactly like a N.O.R.O.P, except that it has a lot of fine 

print.  

I did this to teach you guys 2 lessons:  

1) Don’t sign something that you can’t understand 

2) Your soul is very valuable. 

Now I am going to go lay in my bed and think of creative things to do with my newly acquired 

soul.  

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, August 29, 2004 

“Work” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I’ve still got that soul.  It’s sitting in the top left drawer of my desk inside of a plastic Ziploc.  
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7 Hispanics vs. The Mean Boss Man 

I got paid today for the work that I’ve been doing since Wednesday of last week, so now that 

the job is over, I can freely write about it. 

I HATED the job because all of the workers were stubborn and I was looked upon as the “MEAN 

BOSSMAN/ CHIEF DOODYHEAD.” The job entailed that we re-paint an entire school and then 

carpet the 2nd and 3rd floors. A carpet company was subcontracted to carpet the 2nd and 3rd 

floors and 5 painters and 7 temporary laborers (Hispanics) were hired to paint the rest of the 

school. Our deadline was Tuesday, August 31, but everyone was trying to make the job last as 

long as possible to get more money…this is what got me mad and the wrath of Geremy had to 

be laid down. 

The hardest day (and the day with the most yelling) was Tuesday—deadline day. I dropped 

everyone off early in the morning and told them that they had to get the job done by 6pm. I left 

and came back to the building at 12pm to check up on things, but there was nothing to check 

up on because NO WORK WAS BEING DONE!! 

The 2 supervisors went to the Chinese food store to get food, the 7 temporary workers were in 

the basement talking about God knows what in their native language, and there were only 2 

people working. I told all of the Hispanic men that I was going to deduct $10 from their salary 

for wasting my time and they all smiled and said “bien” because they couldn’t speak or 

understand English…or that’s what they wanted me to think. 

I left and returned at 6pm to pay the temporary workers for their time for the day. Even though 

they were working hard when I arrived there, it didn’t make up for the fact that they wasted an 

hour of my time earlier, so instead of the $110 that they were supposed to get, I paid them all 

$100.  

Mexican # 1: ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS?!?!? WHERE’S MY TEN DOLLARS?! 

Me: I kept the ten dollars for the one hour that you guys didn’t work! 

Mexican # 2: We no care! Give us our $10 

Me: Listen! I told all of you that I was keeping $10. Unless you all want to go back in there and work 1 more hour, 

that’s all that you’re gonna get! 

4 of the guys say “okay, we understand.. thanks.” and they walked to the bus stop to go home, while 3 guys stood 

there and continued to argue 

 

Mexican # 3: We worked very hard! It’s only $10! Give it to us!! 

Me: If it’s only $10, then forget abou..WAIT!! I THOUGHT YOU GUYS ONLY SPOKE SPANISH?!?? 

 

Mexican # 1-3: Uhhhh…Si 

Me: Bye.  

At that point, I went inside, made sure that everything was going well and then I left.  
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7 Hispanics vs. The Mean Boss Man (continued) 

Even though the money was very, very nice, I probably won’t ever volunteer to oversee another 

project of this magnitude. I hope that there’s a business course in school to teach me how to 

handle a boisterous gang of 7 Hispanic temp workers. 

P.S: I just realized that since the Hispanics actually spoke perfect English, Leonardo knew that 

he sold his soul over to me.  Wow. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, September 5, 2004 

“Work” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Looking back on this experience, I actually really enjoyed it.  It was the main reason why I switched my major to 

Business Management.   
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Just Call me Nick Burns 

This week, I received an email from a company stating that I had won a bid and they accepted 

my contract. I had absolutely no idea what bid they were referring to until I looked through my 

files from when I was a business owner. When I was trying to expand my business, I put in a bid 

to a computer warranty repair company to be their official service provider for my county in NJ. 

I have no idea why it took them this long to review the documents, but they finally came to a 

decision to use my company.  After a series of documents being sent back and forth, I am now 

the “Nick Burns” for 15 large electronic/appliance stores across the state (including Best Buy, 

CompUSA, and ShopAtHome). 

Something wrong with your computer? NO PROBLEM! Just give your computer manufacturer a 

call and maybe they’ll dispatch me to fix your piece of junk.  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, September 14, 2004 

“Work” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

The calculated rate for this job was $180/hr…. not bad for a sophomore college student. 
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My Car Begins its Shoe Collection

After my long day at school I headed to Cherry Hill, NJ to 

informed that the trip should only take 1 hour, so I didn

with my 1/2 tank of gas. I set my cru

my medium sized family sedan permitted me to. Just as I became

interrupted by a loud “BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP

detector language for, “You’re screwed!

make sure that it wasn’t a false alarm. I saw the police car in my rearview mirror with a grill that 

looked like the mean face of Satan

I immediately pulled into the slow lane,

started looking for my wallet. I looked and looked, while keeping the car under control, but 

then I realized that I forgot to bring my wallet with me. With the cop behind me, I decided to 

make it easier on both of us and I pulled onto the shoulder and started slowing down. As I 

began to think about how tough life was going to be in jail, the cop passed me and pulled over 

the guy who was in front of me. I

The entire trip cost me 3 hours and 45 minutes of my day, 1/2 tank of gas, and a lot of energy, 

but at least I have 4 new wheels for my car that are 1”

My Car Begins its Shoe Collection 

After my long day at school I headed to Cherry Hill, NJ to get my car some new shoes.

informed that the trip should only take 1 hour, so I didn’t bother to get gas and kept on truckin

with my 1/2 tank of gas. I set my cruise control at 80mph and I laid back and relaxed as much as 

permitted me to. Just as I became one with nature,

BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP” 

re screwed!” I started to panic, but then I calmed myself down to 

t a false alarm. I saw the police car in my rearview mirror with a grill that 

looked like the mean face of Satan...now it’s safe to panic. 

I immediately pulled into the slow lane, slowed down to 40mph (speed limit is 65mph), and 

started looking for my wallet. I looked and looked, while keeping the car under control, but 

then I realized that I forgot to bring my wallet with me. With the cop behind me, I decided to 

both of us and I pulled onto the shoulder and started slowing down. As I 

began to think about how tough life was going to be in jail, the cop passed me and pulled over 

the guy who was in front of me. I’ve learned my lesson. 

and 45 minutes of my day, 1/2 tank of gas, and a lot of energy, 

w wheels for my car that are 1” bigger than my current wheels. 

Posted by Geremy F 

Wednesday, September 15

“Purchase” 

Page 11 

 

 

get my car some new shoes.  I was 

t bother to get gas and kept on truckin’ 

se control at 80mph and I laid back and relaxed as much as 

one with nature, I was 

 which is radar 

I started to panic, but then I calmed myself down to 

t a false alarm. I saw the police car in my rearview mirror with a grill that 

slowed down to 40mph (speed limit is 65mph), and 

started looking for my wallet. I looked and looked, while keeping the car under control, but 

then I realized that I forgot to bring my wallet with me. With the cop behind me, I decided to 

both of us and I pulled onto the shoulder and started slowing down. As I 

began to think about how tough life was going to be in jail, the cop passed me and pulled over 

and 45 minutes of my day, 1/2 tank of gas, and a lot of energy, 

bigger than my current wheels.  

Posted by Geremy F  

September 15, 2004 
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Chronicles of a Computer Technician 

On Wednesday, I had my first two service calls under my new contract and my third service call 

was on Friday. 

First customer: A Jamaican woman who spoke very loudly.  
When I rang the bell she opened her door and looked at me with a furious look on her face and 

said “YES?!?” After I told her who I was, her facial expression changed completely and she yelled 

“COME IN!” Her house was about 4 degrees over boiling point and I immediately began to 

sweat. While I changed the defective memory module, she sat on her couch while telling 

someone on the phone about my every move. “Okay, now he’s opening the computer.”  Now 

he’s unscrewing something”…etc.  HOW ANNOYING! I finished the repair as quickly as possible 

because: 1) my shirt was literally on fire and I had to use my sweat put out the flames, and 2) 

Her devious stare suggested that she was undressing me with her eyes. I finished everything up 

within 15 minutes and I left there to go to my second service call 

Second customer: Lives in terrible part of the ghetto, where even the 4 year olds pack heat. 

When I walked into her house she introduced me to her blind 17 year old dog and told me that 

he wouldn’t bite me because he can’t see me. I followed her upstairs and the dog tried to follow 

me but failed every time. He would walk up 5 stairs, then slide down the steps, then try again 

and bump into the wall and slide down again. It was a sad sight to see, yet very entertaining. I 

started to open her computer, but then realized that HQ sent me the wrong part, so I called it in, 

packed up my stuff, said bye to the blind dog, and left the house.  

As I was walking to my car, which was 1/2 the way down the street, I saw a guy walk up to the 

car, look inside, pull out a screwdriver and then proceeded to try to steal it. I quickly pressed the 

“panic” button, which scared him, and he ran away. It would’ve been very interesting if he 

actually stole my car and I had to walk 30 miles to get home. 

Third customer: Party girl.  
I walked into her room and she had many, many, many guys passed out in her apartment. All I 

asked was, “Wild party last night, huh” and she replied “yup!”  

Stay tuned for more chronicles of a computer technician. 

(Fox should make this into a reality show!)  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, September 21, 2004 

“Work” 
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I Now Own FIVE Cameras 

You know how when you stab someone 30 times and they just won’t die?? Me neither, but 

that’s a good way of explaining what my digital camera went through. My camera has been 

dropped, thrown, set on fire, and dropped in the toilet several times and it just wouldn’t die. 

I’ve accidentally done all of these things to my camera but although it barely works, it still turns 

on. This week, the camera gave me its last “farewell” when it showed extreme distortion on its 

LCD screen, which greatly affected the pictures. I needed to find a replacement…a good 

replacement. 

Since I’m Geremy and I have terrible spending habits, I was looking for the most 

technologically-sophisticated camera known to man for under $400 and I came up with 

nothing, so I settled with a DSLR camera that cost a little more...well, a lot more. The Canon 

300d camera that I purchased is a fusion between my film camera and my ex-digital camera and 

after ordering it last Friday, it arrived at my door today. I have no idea how I paid for this, but I 

know that I’ll have to save up A LOT of money for the next few weeks to pay for this.  

Now that I have a functioning camera again, I can resume posting pictures and everyone can be 

happy again.  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, September 23, 2004 

“Purchase” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I bought this camera at a discount and sold it for a profit of over $100 a few months later.  One step closer to 

becoming a mogul.   
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Oh No He Didn’t! 

I left the house early this morning and everything was fine and dandy, but when I returned in 

the afternoon I witnessed a violation of rule # 58 from The Holy Book of Bling sitting in my 

driveway. 

Rule # 58: No individual over the age of 40 is permitted to sport chrome wheels having h 

a diameter that exceeds 17 inches. 

It turns out that while I was gone my dad went to a wheel shop and got new 18” rims for his car 

because “the old wheels looked like they belonged to a senior citizen.” I’m not sure if I can get 

used to a dad who follows modern trends. What’s next? Platinum fronts for his teeth?!? 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, November 6, 2004 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

After a mere four months of owning the aforementioned rims, my dad drove into a pothole and cracked two of the 

rims in half.  Lesson learned:  never disobey The Holy Book of Bling.   
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The Schedule is in Orbit 

I woke up early this morning and Mr. Motivation hit me like a ton of bricks.  After being ready 

three hours in advance for my class, I began to devise a schedule for the rest of my week. After 

I planned my week, I decided to go all-out and make a gum chewing schedule. 

I’m practically addicted to Orbit sugar free gum and usually if I don’t control myself, I end up 

chewing up to 10 pieces a day. To prevent this in the future, I decided to make a chewing 

schedule, bundled with 3 rules: 

1. I am allowed to chew a maximum of 2 pieces a day  

2. I cannot have the 2nd piece of gum within 2 hours of consuming the first piece  

3. I cannot skip days—must chew 2 pieces each day, everyday. 

Maybe this’ll be a start to a very structured life…..maybe. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, November 10, 2004 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Unfortunately, this gum chewing schedule was very, very short-lived, but it led to more structure in my life.  

Months after this post I started to schedule time to breathe, do homework, and walk my pet turkey. 
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The End of the Repairman Chronicles 

Yesterday I made the decision to quit my part time job as a computer technician for a national 

company that I spoke about before. Why’d I quit? I quit because I did not enjoy what I did 

anymore. 

Now that I am no longer bound by the company’s unwritten contract of secrecy, I can freely talk 

about my top 5 experiences. 

5- Filthy.  

I arrived at a very beautiful house, but the bedroom of the customer (an early 20’s male) did not 

reflect the beauty of the neighborhood. There were BAGS of weed all over the floor, trippy 

posters, and tons of 1/2 empty water bottles with literally hundreds of cigarette butts in each 

bottle. His room smelled like actual skunk “juice” and my nose went numb after 5 minutes.  

4- WHYYY??????  

This service call started with a simple task to replace one part in the computer, but then the 

amount of work increased exponentially.  This meant that I needed to return to the house 

several times to perform additional tasks. As if this wasn’t bad enough, the customer was 6’8 

and FEMALE. Every time I went to her house to service the computer I heard something that 

made me go WOW!!!!! During the latest service call (2 days ago), I heard about one of her family 

members who’s 11 years old and she stabbed one of her classmates. Get me outta there! 

3- HOW???  

I had to do maintenance on a computer of an old woman, but it was tough because she had no 

idea where her computer was. I know what you’re thinking, “How doesn’t she know where her 

computer is??” Answer: SHE’S BLIND! A blind woman lived alone and knew her way around the 

house, but she had no idea where she put her computer. After I found the computer, I did what I 

had to do, then when I told her that I was done, she said “thank you” and handed me a $5 bill. 

I’m pretty sure that she meant to give me $1 though.  

2- Unfortunate.  

The address on the work order stated that the house number was 56, but house number 56 was 

completely burned down. I called the customer to verify the address and he said that he lived 3 

houses down. I walked 3 houses down and I rang the bell and the man who answered the door 

looked like he was very injured from a fire. After I spoke to him for a while, I asked him about 

the charred house and he told me the story of how he was trapped in the house while it burnt 

down. Very unfortunate. 

1- Shocking.  

I went to an apartment (conveniently located across the street from a hospital) and the house 

was packed with stuff, but that didn’t bother me as much as what happened a few minutes after 

I arrived. I was making good progress on the computer when I heard something rattling behind 

the computer desk, then a rat the size of a Rottweiler ran from behind the desk across the living 

room floor and into the kitchen. I was disgusted, shocked, and scared all at the same time, but 
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the owner of the apartment looked at me as if I was crazy for acting the way I did. At least the 

customer made an effort to calm me down by saying “don’t worry about him, he doesn’t bite.” 

I have one more service call to finish up and then I’m free! FINALLY! 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, November 13, 2004 

“Daily Life” 
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Mutant Mosquitoes 
 

What ever happened to the good old days when mosquitoes bit people in normal places like 

the arm, leg, cheek, or even the head?! Three different days this week, I got bit by a mosquito a 

total of three times while I was sleeping. The first time it was on my waist on the right side. The 

second time it was on my waist on the left side. The third time it was the segment of my big toe 

on my right foot between the toenail and the toe knuckle(?).  

 

I think this mosquito might be new to the mosquito tribe so he’s probably not sure of the best 

locations to suck on the body to get the most blood. I’m no medical doctor, but I’m pretty sure 

that a mosquito can’t get that much blood from a toe, or a fatty waist. While mosquito bites, in 

general, are annoying these 3 are extra annoying because every time I reach to scratch one of 

them I am reminded of the stupidity of the mosquito.  If you’re gonna do a job, do it right! 
 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, November 18, 2004 

“Rant” 
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He’ll Forgive Me When He’s Older 

I was hanging out with my little brother when I realized that he needed a haircut, but I felt the 

need to reminisce with him before the haircut started.  

I told him about how all of the “cool guys” got designs shaved into the back of their head and 

everyone wanted to be like them. I followed the story with the question, “you want to be cool 

too, right?!?” His eyes lit up, he jumped to his feet, and yelled out an enthusiastic, “YES!”  So I 

whipped out the razor and shaved “J.F” (his initials) into the back of his head.  Afterwards, he 

loved how it looked, but the artwork was short-lived because his mother did not approve. It’s 

not THAT bad, is it?? 

  

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, November 28, 2004 

“Experiences” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

For some reason, my mom always thought twice about leaving me alone with my brother after this incident.  I’m 

still not really sure why, but I won’t question it 
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Bless You 

I am in the student lounge at school and there’s a girl in this room who sneezed 11 times in a 

row and a guy said “bless you” every single time she sneezed.  

Every. Single. Time.   

Were the 11 bless you’s necessary, or does the first bless you carry though to compensate for 

the 10 bless you’s that were not said? 

What is the rule for bless you’s 

Just wondering… 

Now back to studying  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Friday, December 17, 2004 

“Rant” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

…still waiting for an answer.   
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An Open Letter to Santa 

Dear Santa,  

 

They tried to convince me that you aren’t real but after this Christmas I have proof that you 

exist.  In the past I’ve always thanked my parents for gifts given to me, but I would like to 

apologize for that since I now realize that you only used them as proxies to deliver the gifts.  

Santa, I know you’re real and I’m sure that you want to know how…  

This Christmas was a tough one for me because I did not ask for anything in particular. 

Whenever someone asked, “Geremy, what do you want for Christmas” I always gave ridiculous 

answers including (but not limited to) a yolk of oxen, a Russian satellite, and/or weapons of 

mass destruction.  Although it would’ve been great to own any of those things, I didn’t really 

need them. I kept all of my true desires hidden in my complex mind for reasons that I don’t 

even know. 

Fast forward to this morning, when I woke up and went downstairs with the rest of my family 

to share gifts. I gave my dad a new thumb drive, an Armor-All gift-package in a decorative box, 

and a pair of sneakers that I really wanted to keep for myself. Then I gave my mom a really, 

really homemade card with a gift-card and cash inside (I’m broke now-thanks mom). Then, I 

gave my brother a huge truck, a mini truck, about 20 hot wheels cars, and a basketball set. Then 

I ended the gift-giving by giving my sister a TiVo. I did not give these gifts because I had money 

to burn; I gave them the gifts because I knew that’s what you, Santa, would’ve wanted me to 

do. I did it all for YOU Santa—then you rewarded me with gifts intended for good little boys, 

like me…right?? 

Using family members and family friends as proxies, you presented me with: 

• A flashlight/ halogen light/ emergency light  

• a glass chess/checker/backgammon/blackjack set  

• a button-up striped shirt  

• a sweater with matching hat (good looks with the hat)  

• cologne  

• a tie  

• a mesh office chair  

• a canon 50mm f/1.8 mkII lens for the Digital Rebel Camera 

• a polarizer, also for the Digital Rebel  

• bed sheets that are made from T-Shirt material  

• cash 

…all of which were greatly needed in my life 

That stuff was great, but then I was presented with the true evidence that you are alive. My dad 

pulled an Apple Powermac G5 desktop computer from the closet and said “Merry Christmas!” It 

isn’t unlikely that someone gets a Mac for christmas, but it is very, very unlikely that my penny-

pinching father would buy a $2k+ computer for me and only me, so it HAD to be you who 

bought it. 
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An Open Letter to Santa  

So Santa, I promise to stop telling people that Satan is 

that’s only if you come out of hiding and reveal yourself (and bring Tupac with you).

Your Friend,  

Geremy F. 

P.S: This letter was typed with the computer that you gave me.

P.P.S: Here’s a picture of my brother with a to

me…he says thanks also. 

 

Follow Up: 

 

My brother broke all of his toys hours after playing with them. I loved the Mac so much that I bought a Mac Mini 

three months later.  I sold the camera and all of its accessories in April of the following year and Santa never came 

out of hiding.  

 

…neither did Tupac 

An Open Letter to Santa  (continued) 

So Santa, I promise to stop telling people that Satan is just Santa when you move the N, but 

that’s only if you come out of hiding and reveal yourself (and bring Tupac with you).

P.S: This letter was typed with the computer that you gave me. 

P.P.S: Here’s a picture of my brother with a toy that you gave him, using the lens that you gave 

 
 

Posted by Geremy F 

Saturday, December 25, 2004

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My brother broke all of his toys hours after playing with them. I loved the Mac so much that I bought a Mac Mini 

three months later.  I sold the camera and all of its accessories in April of the following year and Santa never came 
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just Santa when you move the N, but 

that’s only if you come out of hiding and reveal yourself (and bring Tupac with you). 

y that you gave him, using the lens that you gave 

Posted by Geremy F  

December 25, 2004 

My brother broke all of his toys hours after playing with them. I loved the Mac so much that I bought a Mac Mini 

three months later.  I sold the camera and all of its accessories in April of the following year and Santa never came 
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Where Are My Flying Cars?!?! 

Ever since I was old enough to comprehend thoughts, older “wiser” people have been telling 

me that there will be flying cars in the future. I patiently waited till the 90’s for them but there 

wasn’t any evidence that such a creature was being produced. Now it’s 2005 and I WANT MY 

FLYING CARS! 

A flying car would be the last piece to complete the puzzle of my life, and it would do more 

good than harm. Last year, I got pulled over two times because the police officer claimed that I 

was driving over the speed limit. If I had a flying car, speed wouldn’t be a problem. Have you 

ever been in a plane that was pulled over for going too fast? Didn’t think so. 

After owning my car for 1 year I’ve had a total of 5 different people who hit my car and fled the 

scene and one person who badly keyed my car. If I had a flying car, I would park 2,000 miles in 

the sky out of the reach of humans who use keys or cars to try to destroy my slice of Japanese 

automotive perfection. I would simply use a parachute to get from my car to earth. Don’t worry 

about how I’ll get back to the car…I’ll cross that bridge when I get to it. 

Since owning a car, I’ve had to change 3 flat tires because of various sharp, piercing objects on 

the road. Have you ever seen a plane get a flat tire while in the air? Case closed. 

If anyone looked at the front of my car, they would see a bounty of insects welded onto my 

front bumper and hood. Why just stop at bugs? If I traveled at a higher altitude I would have 

the opportunity to add birds and bats to the animal buffet on my hood. Of course the problem 

can easily be cured with a car bra, but no way!  I prefer to leave my car’s bosom exposed. 

Besides, go hard or go home. 

So, although my car is the highest flying car out of any other car in the US (when crashed into a 

brick wall at 70mph), it doesn’t fulfill my needs. It’s 2005, I WANT MY FLYING CAR!!! 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, January 9, 2005 

“Rant” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

…still waiting for my flying cars 
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The Cure 

A wise man (me) once said, “when the world lets you down, buy sneakers.”  

Today was an emotionally intensive day for me and I suffered an internal struggle.  My mind 

wanted to rest, rest, rest but my brain instructed my body to work, work, work. By the time 

that 1pm rolled around, I was too tired to care about anything, so I just gave up. Somehow 

when I came to my senses, I found myself at the cash register at Finish Line with a sneaker box 

in my hand. After walking out of the store, I felt a sense of euphoria without a care in the world 

(not really, but my “cure” wouldn’t be trusted if I didn’t lie about the result). 

+1 to the sneaker collection 

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, January 10, 2005 

“Purchase” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Follow Up: 

 

Since this day my sneaker collection grew to over 40 sneakers….unfortunately.  Now I’m beginning to “grow up” 

and have slowed down with the purchases. 
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If You’re a Nerd, I’ll Eat You

On my way home today I stopped by CVS to buy some candy, because I have crazy cravings li

that (I think that I’m pregnant or something, but that

boxes of Nerds and then I hopped in the car to begin my

While I was stopped at a red light, I opened one box and threw some nerds into my mouth.

Minutes later, I reached another light and I ate some more. Seconds later, I caught myself 

eating the nerds by the handful. I finished the

on the second box.  

Twenty or so minutes after opening the box

pessimists) and I was LOADED with sugar. Now I will proceed to eat every single 

have 2 predictions:  

1. I’ll probably be too hyper to sleep tonight

2. My dentist won’t be happy after I tell him 

 

Follow Up: 

 

This little stunt cost me a tooth.  I got a cavity about four months after this entry.  This wasn’t worth it at all.

 

If You’re a Nerd, I’ll Eat You 

On my way home today I stopped by CVS to buy some candy, because I have crazy cravings li

m pregnant or something, but that’s a whole different entry).

and then I hopped in the car to begin my drive home.  

While I was stopped at a red light, I opened one box and threw some nerds into my mouth.

Minutes later, I reached another light and I ate some more. Seconds later, I caught myself 

eating the nerds by the handful. I finished the entire box in about 20 minutes and

o minutes after opening the box it became halfway full (or halfway empty, for you 

LOADED with sugar. Now I will proceed to eat every single 

hyper to sleep tonight 

My dentist won’t be happy after I tell him about this little escapade. 

Posted by Geremy F 

Friday, January 14, 2005

“Purchase” 

This little stunt cost me a tooth.  I got a cavity about four months after this entry.  This wasn’t worth it at all.
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On my way home today I stopped by CVS to buy some candy, because I have crazy cravings like 

. I bought two 

While I was stopped at a red light, I opened one box and threw some nerds into my mouth. 

Minutes later, I reached another light and I ate some more. Seconds later, I caught myself 

entire box in about 20 minutes and then I started 

halfway full (or halfway empty, for you 

LOADED with sugar. Now I will proceed to eat every single leftover nerd. I 

Posted by Geremy F  

Friday, January 14, 2005 

This little stunt cost me a tooth.  I got a cavity about four months after this entry.  This wasn’t worth it at all. 
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The Five Second Rule 

There are few people in America who still observe the 5 second rule and I am one of them. In 

case you don’t know what the 5 second rule is, allow me to enlighten you.  

The 5 second rule was something developed by an African tribe back in the mid 1900’s. You see, 

the Africans were not introduced to the fork until the late 90’s, so they dropped a lot of their 

food on the ground. Since they lived in an impoverished environment, these people could not 

afford to let good food go to waste, so they searched and searched for a decent solution to cure 

their plight. One day, a tribe member named Umzibuke, which translates to “wise one”, 

believed that he heard some words of wisdom that would solve the predicament of his people. 

“Wise one” stood in front of the tribe and announced (in his native language), “any food item 

that falls onto an unclean surface will remain sterilized for 5 seconds, during which the eater 

must retrieve the food in order to assure purity.”  The 5 second rule was born. 

In plain English, the 5 second rule means that you can accidentally drop your food onto 

ANYTHING and it won’t get dirty, regardless of what the food was dropped into. Did you drop 

your beloved chocolate chip cookie into a barrel of saw dust? Have no fear, 5 second rule is 

there. 

To demonstrate that the 5 second rule is still alive and true, I’ve concocted a mixture of 

disaster. For those who wish to try this on their own, here’s the recipe: 

- a tablespoon of Strawberry Nesquik syrup 

- a dash of a crushed up Centrum multivitamin 

- a spot of garlic based pepper 

- a smidge of honey 

- a pinch of salt  

I dropped a peanut in the mix, waited 5 seconds, and then I ate the peanut. As you can witness, 

I’m still alive to type this entry; therefore the 5 second rule is still alive and true. I encourage 

you to take advantage of the wonderful gift that was given to us by Umzibuke.  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, March 9, 2005 

“Lessons” 
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Jihad: Apple Computer Inc. 

When the engineers at Apple Computer Inc. came up with the design for the Apple Powermac 

G5 computer, the only word that was on their mind had to have been “lethal.”  

You see, I was given an Apple G5 for Christmas last year and it has been an experience 

composed of 82.4% pleasure and 17.6% pain. Why 17.6% and not 17.7% or 29.99%? Because 

17.6% of my body is currently bruised as a result of this computer.  

My computer is conveniently located under my desk, to the right of my legs so that I can easily 

insert and remove DVD’s and CD’s from my DVD/CD drive. The huge downside to this is that the 

edges of the computer are very, very, (very), VERY sharp. The edges are so sharp that I can 

easily slice cheese into .5 millimeter slices with a single swift swipe to the case. 

In case you haven’t figured it out by now, I’ll break it down for you. 

BODY + SHARP COMPUTER = BLOOD + PAIN + (in some instances) TEARS 

Every time I sit in my chair, the computer swipes off a little piece of my flesh. 

Every time I get out of my chair, the computer swipes off a little piece of my flesh. 

Every time I insert a CD, the computer swipes off a little piece of my flesh. 

Every time I forget to clean my room, the computer swipes off a little piece of my flesh. 

(sidenote: the computer JUST swiped off a little piece of my flesh) 

For this reason, I am forced to declare Jihad on Apple Computer Inc. for creating one of the 

most lethal computers in existence. 

P.S: For those who are wondering, “why doesn’t he just move the computer so that it doesn’t 

hurt him anymore?” The answer is: It’s on my to-do list and “relocating computer” falls 

somewhere between “kiss the hood of a moving truck” and “take over China.”  

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, March 12, 2005 

“Rant” 
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Where are the Other 999,942 Gummy Bears? 

Let me establish one fact before going any further: I am economical (aka cheap). 

A few weeks ago most of the kids in elementary school were forced to sell hundreds of dollars 

of candy in return for cheap prizes, such as a magic wand or their very own pet rock. 

Me, being the very nice person who I am, decided to buy something from the catalog-o-candy. 

As soon as I opened it up, I saw a box of chocolate for $12 and not just any box of chocolate, 

but a box of 8 dime-sized chocolates. The next page had a can of cookies for $15, and the next 

page had a bag of peanuts for $14. I may not be the wisest person in the world, but I am 

1,000% positive that 13 peanuts in a child-unsafe bag isn’t worth $14, but me, being the very 

nice person who I am, decided to keep looking through the catalog. 

After looking through the pages for about 2 minutes, I finally came upon something that I 

couldn’t go wrong with…gummy bears! The picture had about 2,000,000 gummy bears 

BURSTING out of a nice blue container. The best part of the bears was that the price was a 

mere $6. Six dollars for 2 million gummy bears in a blue container!  WE’VE GOT A WINNER! 

Fast forward 5 weeks later to March 18, 2005, the time for me to receive my gummy bears. 

 

There were about 58 super-mini gummy bears in an ugly plastic bag.  My first thought was, 

“Ummmmm…where are the other 999,942 gummy bears? Where is my trendy blue container?? 

Where’s my money’s worth?” 

I counted the gummy bears that I got to calculate the price per bear. 

$6.00 (divided by) 58 gummy bears = 10.3 cents each 

At 10 cents each, there’s no way I’m eating them. These bears are my new best friends. 

Moral of the story: Behind every candy-selling child is a gillionaire (a billion million) who laughs 

in the name of every adult who used his/her hard earned $14 to buy half of a handful of 

peanuts.  

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, March 20, 2005 

“Rant” 
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Rest in Peace  

Friends and e-friends, it is my sad duty today to announce a death in my family. Out of the 4 

other people who are part of this family, this death has hit me the hardest. He was not only a 

part of the family, but he was also

world, I am here to announce to you the death of Moto….Motorola 

Right before I put my beloved phone to sleep indefinitely, I fee

heartfelt letter. 

Dear Moto, 

I feel so sad that it has to end this way, but you know what they say, “All good things must come to an end.” 

 

I remember bringing you home from Circuit City after shelling out $175 for you. Sure a hundred and seventy five dollars is a lot of 

money for a regular phone, but after I saw the way you looked at me through the display glass of the store, I knew that it wa

at first sight and I had to have you. I was very reluctant to pay for you, seeing that I had rough relationships with phones in the 

past, but when I took you out of the box to look at you, your bright blue eyes/LCD screen calmed my nerves.

I walked out of the store with you and put yo

Then I drove home…drove like mad—I couldn’t wait to get home to play with you.

I remember everything that we’ve done together, from taking pictures of people and objects, to in

spending hours talking to people, all because of you and the technology that you had in you.

 

friends, it is my sad duty today to announce a death in my family. Out of the 4 

of this family, this death has hit me the hardest. He was not only a 

part of the family, but he was also one of my best friends. Ladies and gentlemen in the internet 

world, I am here to announce to you the death of Moto….Motorola V300. 

y beloved phone to sleep indefinitely, I feel like it’s my duty to write it

I feel so sad that it has to end this way, but you know what they say, “All good things must come to an end.”  

cuit City after shelling out $175 for you. Sure a hundred and seventy five dollars is a lot of 

money for a regular phone, but after I saw the way you looked at me through the display glass of the store, I knew that it wa

ave you. I was very reluctant to pay for you, seeing that I had rough relationships with phones in the 

past, but when I took you out of the box to look at you, your bright blue eyes/LCD screen calmed my nerves. 

I walked out of the store with you and put you in the front passenger seat because you were way too good for the back seat.  

I couldn’t wait to get home to play with you. 

I remember everything that we’ve done together, from taking pictures of people and objects, to instant messaging people, to 

spending hours talking to people, all because of you and the technology that you had in you. 
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friends, it is my sad duty today to announce a death in my family. Out of the 4 

of this family, this death has hit me the hardest. He was not only a 

my best friends. Ladies and gentlemen in the internet 

l like it’s my duty to write it a 

cuit City after shelling out $175 for you. Sure a hundred and seventy five dollars is a lot of 

money for a regular phone, but after I saw the way you looked at me through the display glass of the store, I knew that it was love 

ave you. I was very reluctant to pay for you, seeing that I had rough relationships with phones in the 

u in the front passenger seat because you were way too good for the back seat.  

stant messaging people, to 
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Throughout the years, we’ve spent a lot of time together and it was my dream for us to grow old together, that’s why I sent y

back to your daddy (Motorola Inc) to get your hardware and software updated a few months ago. 

have one question for you…WHY’D YOU DO THIS TO ME

Everything was going good between us, but then you decided to close your eyes (permanently turn off the backlight for the 

screen). I was in the middle of dialing a call, then you said “no” and you turned off the lights to your display. I couldn’t 

dialed. I couldn’t see who was calling me. I couldn’t see if you were alive or not. As if it wasn’t bad enough that you turne

back on me, your timing couldn’t have been any more perfect. 

A mere THREE days after my warranty expired, you decided “Oh

covered by the warranty that your maker put on you, which left me with a choice: a) prolong your life by sending you to the 

hospital (repair center) and getting you repaired for a nice $150, or b) 

Well, you betrayed me, so I am forced to betray you and lay you to rest. 

Goodbye Moto, I will never forget you. 

Stay up, homey,  

 

 

  

Throughout the years, we’ve spent a lot of time together and it was my dream for us to grow old together, that’s why I sent y

your daddy (Motorola Inc) to get your hardware and software updated a few months ago. I CARED ABOUT YOU

YOU DO THIS TO ME?!?!? 

Everything was going good between us, but then you decided to close your eyes (permanently turn off the backlight for the 

screen). I was in the middle of dialing a call, then you said “no” and you turned off the lights to your display. I couldn’t 

dialed. I couldn’t see who was calling me. I couldn’t see if you were alive or not. As if it wasn’t bad enough that you turne

back on me, your timing couldn’t have been any more perfect.  

days after my warranty expired, you decided “Oh! Now’s a great time for me to die!” Your damages were not 

covered by the warranty that your maker put on you, which left me with a choice: a) prolong your life by sending you to the 

hospital (repair center) and getting you repaired for a nice $150, or b) remove the feeding tube and allow you to rest peacefully.

Well, you betrayed me, so I am forced to betray you and lay you to rest.  

 

Posted by Geremy F 

Tuesday, March 22, 2005

“Daily Life” 
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Throughout the years, we’ve spent a lot of time together and it was my dream for us to grow old together, that’s why I sent you 

I CARED ABOUT YOU! So I only 

Everything was going good between us, but then you decided to close your eyes (permanently turn off the backlight for the 

screen). I was in the middle of dialing a call, then you said “no” and you turned off the lights to your display. I couldn’t see what I 

dialed. I couldn’t see who was calling me. I couldn’t see if you were alive or not. As if it wasn’t bad enough that you turned your 

! Now’s a great time for me to die!” Your damages were not 

covered by the warranty that your maker put on you, which left me with a choice: a) prolong your life by sending you to the 

remove the feeding tube and allow you to rest peacefully. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, March 22, 2005 
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Goodbye Moto, Hello Sidekick 

Since Moto “died” I needed someone to fill the cellular void in my life. After analyzing 

everything that I needed in a phone, I bought a T-Mobile Sidekick II, but this isn’t my first 

experience with this family of devices. 

Back in 2003, I bought the 1st generation Color Sidekick because I made around 1 jillion dollars 

each week and I needed something stupid to spend my money on. However, when my 

paycheck was reduced to about 5 rupees and an ounce of rice a month, I had to get rid of the 

device because I could not afford it. The worst part of the story is that right before the phone 

was put up for sale, it slipped from my hand and the screen broke off. I have the best luck with 

cell phones. 

Anyway, 2 years later, a newer version of the Sidekick was released and I believe that it was 

made specifically for me. Since I’m hardly home during the week, I had to get a device that 

could do most things that my computer can do, and the Sidekick fit the description. 

Buying such an expensive phone doesn’t come easy though, especially not for me. In order to 

afford enough money to order the phone, I had to list my beloved Dell Axim for sale. As for the 

monthly payment of $20 extra each month (or $240 a year) , I don’t know how I’m going to 

afford it, but for the time being I am going to enjoy it. Let’s just hope that we won’t see a “THEY 

REPOSSESSED MY PHONE” entry here anytime soon. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Wednesday, March 23, 2005 

“Purchase” 
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Geremy’s Living Will 

With the whole Schiavo drama going on, a lot of people are urging others to create a “living 

will” and distribute it to their families. Well, I’ll take it one step further—I’m not only letting my 

family know, but I’m also letting the entire internet know. 

In the event that my invincible/immortal abilities fade and I’m on a hospital bed losing life 

rapidly, LEAVE THE FEEDING TUBE IN ME.  

Let me make this absolutely clear. If the feeding tube isn’t available, you may: 

• Take out the battery from the car and connect it to my brain  

• Plug me into the wall 

• Hook me up to a power generator 

• Put thousands of rats on treadmills and connect the treadmills to my body  

• Rip a hole in my chest and shove the food in there 

• Pour the IV fluid down my throat 

• Hire some hackers and make them hack my brain into working condition 

• Hook me up to 2 solar panels, placed on the roof of the hospital 

I don’t care what you have to do, just keep me alive. I won’t go without a fight.  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, March 24, 2005 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Follow Up: 

 

This journal post might’ve been taken jokingly, but I am completely 100%  serious.  Lemme live!   

 

I’m prepared to take the necessary steps to make this journal post legally binding. 
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My name is Geremy and I have a Problem 

Hello, my name is Geremy and I have a problem. My problem is that I can’t go a full month 

without buying a sneaker or a hat. At first it was easy to abstain from buying one, but then 

when the sneaker designs started to get sweeter and sweeter, I couldn’t hold out any longer. It 

has been 3 months since my last sneaker purchase and my sneaker collection has just been 

bawling for another addition.  

I went to the mall and bought a sneaker that best suited my style and brought it home. Luckily, 

my other 21 pairs of sneakers approved of him, but my hats didn’t…they wanted a friend too. 

Since I am not one who likes to disappoint, I went back to the mall and bought 2 hats and 

brought them back home. 

…but that wasn’t it. 

I went out on Saturday and happened to visit a store looking for another pair of sneakers when 

I saw a collection of hats on display. The hat craving arose in me once again and I had to buy 2 

more just cuz. 

Now it’s Monday and I cannot wait until the next time I get paid to go and buy some more hats.  

What have I done?!  

Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, April 18, 2005 

“Purchase” 
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Resume Writing Innovation 

In a couple of days, school will be let out for the summertime and I will have a lot of time on my 

hands. I plan on taking advantage of this time by making music and short films for this site, but 

as a more concrete way of spending the summer, I’ve decided to seek employment.  

I sat down on my couch with my laptop and got prepared to type out a resume that would set 

me apart from other typical boring resumes. I didn’t want to use the same conventional way of 

resume writing because I’m not a conventional person, so I had to brainstorm for a few 

minutes. After about 10 minutes, an idea came to me straight from the mouth of The Almighty 

to “Write in future tense.” 

I took that idea and ran with it, so now my resume goes something like this: 

Dell Computer Company 

IT Technician | May 2005-August 2007 

• I will be the leading technician in my department  

• I will fix the most computers in the year 2006  

• I will bring coffee for my supervisor everyday  

• I will be the most efficient employee  

Brilliant idea, if I must say so myself. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, April 28, 2005 

“Thoughts” 
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The Three Salesmen 

Earlier this week, I went with my pops to a car dealership to buy, well, a car and we were 

approached by 3 men who I would like to label “The Three Stereotypical Salesmen.” 

Salesman # 1 looked like his name was “Big Al.” Big Al was a fat Italian guy who wore at least 30 

gold chains. Every word that came out of Big Al’s mouth sounded like a lie. Big Al seemed like 

the type of guy who would roll back odometers to fool a buyer into thinking that they are 

getting a car with 10,000 miles when they are actually getting a car with two gillion miles on it. 

After my dad briefly spoke to Big Al about the car, salesman # 2 smoothly stepped into the 

office while speaking very loudly into his phone. I highly doubt that salesman # 2 was speaking 

to anyone on the phone because he seems like the type of guy who would speak to an 

imaginary person on his cell phone just to make people believe that he is someone important. 

Salesman # 2 looked like his name was “Pretty Ricky.” Pretty Ricky was a tallish black guy who 

had light brown hair and hazel eyes. Pretty Ricky obviously thought that he was Mr. Hot Stuff. 

Pretty Ricky seemed like the type of guy who would be your best friend until you decide not to 

buy a car from him. For some reason, Pretty Ricky knew every way to push my buttons and I 

didn’t like it. Pretty Ricky, Pretty Ricky. 

When my dad, Pretty Ricky, and Geremy (I like to refer to myself in third person from time to 

time) hopped into the car to take it for a test drive, Pretty Ricky nibbled on a “fun sized” bag of 

mini peanuts the entire time. He didn’t nibble on the peanuts itself; he nibbled on the plastic 

bag that contained the peanuts as if he was a little mouse. Pretty Ricky nibbled on the plastic so 

incessantly that I started to believe that the manufacturer of the plastic peanut bag soaked it in 

kool-aid syrup. I couldn’t pay attention to anything in the car because Pretty Ricky nibbled as 

loud as a hungry African wildebeest. STOP IT ALREADY, RICK! 

When it became time to negotiate a price, the friendly faces of the two salesmen turned into 

ferocious faces of hungry vultures. The men did not want to decrease the price at all, and they 

made it very known. When my dad pulled the old-fashioned “walk away and make them run 

after me” negotiating technique, salesman # 3 appeared out of nowhere. 

Salesman # 3 meant business. He’s the genuine type of salesman who actually knows what he’s 

doing and is not out to scam you. Salesman # 3 seemed so innocent that I won’t give him a 

degrading nickname…e’s simply, “Salesman # 3.” 

Just as my dad and I got into the car to drive away, salesman # 3 knocked on the window with 

his soft knuckles, and used his soft voice to settle on a price for the car that my dad was happy 

with.  
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The Three Salesmen (continued) 

But we didn’t complete the purchase. 

I learned a few valuable lessons today: 

1) All salesmen fall into one of the three stereotypes 

2) You must look for the “salesman # 3” if you want to be happy 

3) If you are hungry, don’t nibble on the package…JUST OPEN THE BAG AND EAT THE NUT! 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, July 3, 2005 

“Lessons” 
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1) Meet me 2) Remember Me 

I meet an average of 2 new people each day, but most people forget about me within a week of 

the initial meeting. My goal is to be stuck in the mind of these people like a tumor…a malignant 

tumor.  

After thinking about different ways of achieving this goal, I came up with 3 options: 

1) an 8×10 picture of myself 

2) a Geremy F replica bobble head doll  

3) a personal business card 

Since an 8×10 of myself would probably be hard to handle because of the large size and a 

bobble head doll would be too heavy (and freaky), I settled on the business card idea. 

I want to be unorthodox by having a vertical business card rather than the typical horizontal 

format that everyone uses. Also, I want a simple design on the front with a brief summary of 

myself on the back. I want it to be simply amazing. 

Biggest problem: I can’t design my way out of a paper bag (whatever that means), so I am 

enlisting the help of some of the visitors of this site. If you want to give it a whirl, contact me via 

e-mail, and you can be paid via cash, or some sort of barter system (I’ll give you my first born 

child).  

Keep your eyes open, Geremology business cards are on the horizon. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, July 4, 2005 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Soon after making this journal entry, I contacted a designer who agreed to do the entire project for $30.  We spent 

a week designing and revising the cards and they were sent to the printer within 3 weeks of me making this post.   
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Mutant Mosquitos Pt. II 

So there I was, sitting outside with my laptop browsing the internet wirelessly when I felt a 

strong wind, much like the strong breeze of the rotor of a helicopter. When I looked up to see 

what was generating the breeze, I saw a huge monstrosity that looked like the turtle from 

Super Mario brothers, except it was 200x larger and had wings like an eagle. On closer 

observation, I saw that this “thing” was a mosquito! A huge turtle-bird/mosquito. 

This thing landed on my head and proceeded to suck my blood, while I sat there and did 

nothing. Let’s see you try to swap away a mosquito-beast that chose your head as its source of 

nourishment! 

When the turtle-mosquito finished sucking, it got up and flew into the sunset and left a 

basketball sized bump on my head.  

Posted by Geremy F  

Friday, July 10, 2005 

“Rant” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

A little bit of background:  Mosquitos love me.  They specifically look for me whenever I step outside.  The 

mosquito mentioned in this story just happened to be the biggest mosquito ever to drink my blood.  I felt honored. 
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The Workstation 
 

For the first time this year, you are hereby invited to explore my workstation/desk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now you know where I sit for hours on end to type out these amazing journal entries. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, July 18, 2005 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 
 

Follow Up: 

 

After posting this entry I realized that my desk looked way too cluttered.  I threw away or sold the majority of 

things in that picture and started fresh soonafter.   
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For My Birthday, I want… 

1) 1998 Lexus LS400 

 
No, not the 1997, or even the 1999—it has to be the 1998. 

1a) If a ‘98 LS400 can’t be found, I’ll settle for a 2002 Jaguar XJ8, but not just any XJ8…it has 

to be my dad’s XJ8.   

2) $2,700 

I’m severely over the miles on my lease, so the only way that I can turn in my car 14 months 

early is to shell out $2700, and the only other way for me to earn $2700 is to sell my soul, 

and/or my bod…..uh…. Nevermind. 

3) (optional) A zebra 

How many people can honestly say that they own a zebra?!? 

So that’s my list. It is mainly directed towards the people who I live with, but if you feel like 

sending me $2700 or buying a zebra for me, don’t fight the feeling. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, July 19, 2005 

“Daily Life” 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Nine months after posting this entry, I got the exact car pictured above.  Freaky...yes. 

 

I’m still looking and waiting on my zebra. 
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Hottest Day of the Year??

Yesterday was so hot that my skin actually melted off my skin. I had the brilliant idea to wash 

my car, but the water turned into vapor as soon as I sprayed it on the car. The temperature 

topped off at around 110 degrees, and I wanted to try to fry an egg on the driveway, but it took 

way too long to get my melted skin back on my bones.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Ever since this day, my skin doesn’t stretch like it used to.  

 

 

Hottest Day of the Year?? 

Yesterday was so hot that my skin actually melted off my skin. I had the brilliant idea to wash 

car, but the water turned into vapor as soon as I sprayed it on the car. The temperature 

topped off at around 110 degrees, and I wanted to try to fry an egg on the driveway, but it took 

way too long to get my melted skin back on my bones. 

Posted by Geremy

Thursday, July 21, 2005

“Thoughts” 

Ever since this day, my skin doesn’t stretch like it used to.   
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Yesterday was so hot that my skin actually melted off my skin. I had the brilliant idea to wash 

car, but the water turned into vapor as soon as I sprayed it on the car. The temperature 

topped off at around 110 degrees, and I wanted to try to fry an egg on the driveway, but it took 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, July 21, 2005 
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Cacadiver 

Back when my family lived in Trinidad we had an outhouse, but it wasn’t a modern outhouse, it 

was a man-made hole with a wooden toilet seat covering it. We had a dude who would empty 

the waste from the outhouse whenever it got full. What was the dude’s name?? Cacadiver…his 

name was Cacadiver. 

Cacadiver did his job often and he did it well.  

Cacadiver didn’t have fancy pumps or siphons, he had a bucket.  

Cacadiver would dive into the caca with a bucket and he emptied the caca from the hole, using 

only a bucket. 

After we left Trinidad, we found out that Cacadiver died of “unknown causes.” The moral of the 

story is: if you dive in caca, you will die. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Tuesday, August 2, 2005 

“Back in the Day” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Word on the street is that Cacadiver had a crappy funeral….pun intended. 
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Happy Birthday, Geremy 

Today is the day that I leave teenager-dom and enter into my twenties, or adulthood. It is scary 

to think that I will be having a Geremy Jr, getting married, buying a few houses, and graduating 

college all in my twenties (hopefully not in that order), but I have to accept it. Today is the 

beginning of the rest of my life. 

I can’t properly appreciate today until I think about my previous birthdays. 

Flashback to 1991. 

My birthday fell on a Saturday and since we didn’t have much money for anything, the budget 

for my gift was $2. My dad went to Radio Shack and bought a broken remote controlled car for 

2.5 times his budget, or $5 because that’s what I really, really, really wanted. Afterwards, he 

came home and faithfully worked on the truck to get it working but I was an impatient kid.  

After church the next day I came home, didn’t bother to change my clothes and took matters 

into my own hands. I hooked up wire A to wire B, wire B to wire C, and wire C to the wall. 

ZAP!!!!! The power went out, my Sunday outfit had burn holes in it, and I was 

smoking…literally. 

After I frantically ran into my parents room, my father checked on the truck and told me that I 

burned out the motors in the truck. I set the family’s money, my birthday present, and my 

clothes ablaze by connecting 3 wires. 

It’s all okay though because my dad made it up to me 11 years later by giving me a functioning 

gas powered automobile. 

Happy Birthday to me! 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Wednesday, August 3, 2005 

“Daily Life” 
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Flashback to 1990 

One month after coming to America from Trinidad I attended kindergarten at PS 219 in Brooklyn, NY. 

Since we were deathly poor, I had to wear second hand clothes given to me by my grandmother. I had 

no idea how things worked in America, but I tried my best to fit in. 

There I was, little Geremy walking to school with his metal “Incredible Hulk” lunchbox filled with water 

and crackers (that’s all we had to eat), wearing a red sweater, grey dress pants, and grey church shoes. 

I somehow found my class and I had a seat next to a girl. This wasn’t just any girl—this was the best 

looking girl in the class. You see, I was a man on a mission…a mission to replace my pseudo-girlfriend 

that I left in Trinidad (she didn’t know that she was my girlfriend yet, but I was planning on letting her 

know it sometime before I left) 

This girl was nice to me and followed me around—everywhere. Sure she was good looking, but it was 

getting annoying! After two months our friendship came to a highpoint/lowpoint. We were on the bus 

taking a class trip to the zoo and I tried to sit next to someone else…that’s when she got psycho. 

“SIT NEXT TO ME” 

“But…but I wanna sit next to her” 

“SIT NEXT TO ME, YOU’RE MINE!” 

What did I get myself into?!  

I sat next to her and she made me hold her hand. Minutes later, she made me hug her. Minutes later, 

she made me give her my lunch. Minutes later, she made me give her a kiss on the cheek. I felt violated. 

ENOUGH OF THIS! I did the only thing I knew what to do…I cried. 

After that day, I avoided that girl like the plague, and every time she saw me she screamed “I’m GONNA 

GET YOU!” 

From that point until 3 years later I was afraid of getting involved with American girls. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, August 4, 2005 

“Back in the Day” 
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Flashback to 1991 

I was in first grade in PS 10 of Paterson, NJ and I was pretty much the smartest kid in the class. I got 

straight A’s and I was doing Math at a fourth grade level (thanks mom). My teacher made the Principal 

hire a Math specialist to come in every Wednesday to teach me advanced math…me and only me. 

Whenever I got A’s on the tests, she would give me rewards—usually something she created and 

designed. 

One day, she gave me an envelope with a fancy star design on the front. Instead of throwing it away like 

the other things she gave me, I drew a little picture with my crayons and put it in the envelope to give to 

the girl I liked—this was my way of flirting when I was 6. I told the kid next to me to give the note to the 

girl, but instead he gave the note to Pedro, the class bully. 

Pedro was the only kid in the class who hated me, simply because he was stupid and I was a genius (still 

true to this day). Pedro dressed in black sneakers, green corduroys, and a “Viva Las Vegas” t-shirt every 

day. I think that Pedro also had a moustache, but I’m not sure. 

Pedro got the letter and figured that I wanted to be his friend, so he responded: 

Dear Geremy,  

I love you. If anybody mess with you, I’ll (expletive deleted) them up 

Well! 

After that, I instantly became popular because Pedro passed me off as his “homeboy,” and everyone 

was scared to mess with me for fear of answering to Pedro. 

I’m kind of happy that Pedro got the letter instead of the girl, but I can’t help but imagine what would’ve 

happened if that girl actually got my letter. Maybe there would’ve been a Mrs. Geremology right now. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Friday, August 5, 2005 

“Back in the Day” 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

This story is still weird to me to this day.  I think Pedro tried to sell me drugs in 2006.  I said no.  He was mad.   
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Flashback to 1993 

My family moved from Paterson to Orange because my dad got a new job. I thought that we were rich 

because we owned a custom van and my sister and I had a bunk bed, but we were still poor by normal 

people’s standards. Moving meant different a school district, and a different school district meant new 

teacher, and new teacher meant Miss Davis, and Miss Davis meant pain. 

Miss Davis completely disregarded the teacher’s handbook and she acted more like a mom, rather than 

a teacher. Miss Davis always spanked me with a meter stick all the time, not because I was a 

troublemaker, but because she “didn’t want me to turn out to be a bad kid.” I never understood that 

logic, but I took every lash like Kunta Kint…..ummm….I mean Toby. 

One day Miss Davis was teaching Math but instead of paying attention, I imagined that my chair was a 

spaceship. After a while, my imagination got out of control and I was making loud sound effects while 

shaking my chair. 

“Stop it, Geremy!” 

“Okay.” 

Minutes later, the spaceship was back in commission and the sound effects resumed. 

“Stop it, Geremy!” 

“Okay.” 

Minutes later…blast off time! I gave the countdown and then I blasted off, which resulted in me tipping 

over my chair and landing on the ground. 

Miss Davis appeared out of nowhere and she roughly pulled me into the hallway, gripping me like her 

hand was a vice grip. She spanked me approximately 20 times and the pain hurt so bad that my butt 

went numb. I was near tears when I re-entered the room, but no one said a word because they didn’t 

want to experience the signature Davis Spanking ®. 

To this day I am scared to imitate a spaceship because I fear the wrath of Davis coming upon me again. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, August 6, 2005 

“Back in the Day” 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Regardless of any beatings that I got from Miss Davis, she was great because she used her students to conduct her, 

possibly illegal, lottery ring 
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Glossy, 3d, and Fancy

I got home from my 9 day road-trip today and on my fr

myself—personal business cards. After typing the entry “Meet me, Remember Me” 

month ago, I was in search of a graphic designer to design the business card exactly how I 

envisioned it. I came across a graphic design 

into a reality. I then negotiated with a

cards printed for cheap, and PRESTO I have my cards.

Front of the card  

The background is in my favorite color 

the only image on the front. It’s my way of enforcing that my name is spelled with a G and not with a J, a 

common mistake that people make.

 

 

 

 

Glossy, 3d, and Fancy 

trip today and on my front step was my birthday gift to 

business cards. After typing the entry “Meet me, Remember Me” 

month ago, I was in search of a graphic designer to design the business card exactly how I 

a graphic design company and worked with them to my thoughts 

I then negotiated with a printing company to get 1,000 full color glossy business 

cards printed for cheap, and PRESTO I have my cards. 

The background is in my favorite color (blue, for the color blind), and a 3d style lowercase letter “G” is 

the only image on the front. It’s my way of enforcing that my name is spelled with a G and not with a J, a 

common mistake that people make. 
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as my birthday gift to 

business cards. After typing the entry “Meet me, Remember Me” over a 

month ago, I was in search of a graphic designer to design the business card exactly how I 

ompany and worked with them to my thoughts 

printing company to get 1,000 full color glossy business 

 

(blue, for the color blind), and a 3d style lowercase letter “G” is 

the only image on the front. It’s my way of enforcing that my name is spelled with a G and not with a J, a 
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Glossy, 3d, and Fancy 

 

Back of the card  

An outline of my head curving in

text (last name removed). My contact info under my name, and my cell phone number on the 

Notice that my e-mail address is list

my gmail account. I didn’t want to put the “

long gmail will be around.  

and with 999 more cards like this one, I don’t have to worry about running out anyt

Geremology business cards are now

 

 

Glossy, 3d, and Fancy (continued) 

An outline of my head curving into a letter “G” as the main image. My full name as the main 

text (last name removed). My contact info under my name, and my cell phone number on the 

last line (also removed).  

mail address is listed as “geremy@geremology.com.” This address forwards to 

’t want to put the “@gmail.com” address because I don

and with 999 more cards like this one, I don’t have to worry about running out anyt

now on the horizon. 

Posted by Geremy F 

Saturday, September 10, 2005

“Random” 
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as the main image. My full name as the main 

text (last name removed). My contact info under my name, and my cell phone number on the 

This address forwards to 

address because I don’t know how 

and with 999 more cards like this one, I don’t have to worry about running out anytime soon.  

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, September 10, 2005 
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I’m Gonna have a BLAST!

I’ve received some great gifts in my life, from computers to cars, but TODAY I got the most 

unique gift ever.  IT’S A GRENADE, Y’ALL!!!

I began to think about what type of message does this gift communicate?

I want you dead 

I want you to kill me 

I want you to get arrested on criminal charges

You need some excitement in your life

YOU’RE A BLAST 

I want to give you something interesting to write about on that website of yours

Regardless, I am the proud new owner of a grenade. Now it’s time to find out if this thing is 

dead or alive. If you don’t see an update on this site for about 2 weeks, then you know what 

happened.  

 

Follow Up: 

 

I still have the grenade to this day.  I have an official tally going to see how quickly people will pee their pants after 

I pull the pin.  Current record:  three seconds.

 

I’m Gonna have a BLAST! 

I’ve received some great gifts in my life, from computers to cars, but TODAY I got the most 

IT’S A GRENADE, Y’ALL!!! 

I began to think about what type of message does this gift communicate? 

I want you to get arrested on criminal charges 

You need some excitement in your life 

something interesting to write about on that website of yours 

Regardless, I am the proud new owner of a grenade. Now it’s time to find out if this thing is 

dead or alive. If you don’t see an update on this site for about 2 weeks, then you know what 

Posted by Geremy F 

Saturday, September 10, 2005

“Random” 

I still have the grenade to this day.  I have an official tally going to see how quickly people will pee their pants after 

I pull the pin.  Current record:  three seconds. 
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I’ve received some great gifts in my life, from computers to cars, but TODAY I got the most 

Regardless, I am the proud new owner of a grenade. Now it’s time to find out if this thing is 

dead or alive. If you don’t see an update on this site for about 2 weeks, then you know what 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, September 10, 2005 

I still have the grenade to this day.  I have an official tally going to see how quickly people will pee their pants after 
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Beware the Hair

This morning I woke up 30 minutes later than I was supposed to (thanks a lot, alarm clock), which left 

me 30 minutes to pack my bag and get dressed. I finished dressing and saw that I had 2 minutes to get 

out of the house, but when I caught a gl

mustache a quick shave.  

At this point, allow me to pause to get on my soapbox. 

I hate the word “mustache” because it eith

like an STD. Who was the genius who came up with the idea to merge the words “mustard” and 

“ache” to describe the hair above a man’s (and in some cases woman’s) upper lip? It should’ve 

been a much cooler word like…like 

Man # 1: That’s a mighty nice strado

Man # 2: Why, thank you. When I’m not riding my Harley into the sunset, I like to hang out at saloons and 

comb my strado with a fine tooth comb

Man # 1 You are just too cool. Why can’t I grow a strado?!?!

Okay, I will now dismount the soapbox.

With 2 minutes to groom myself and leave the house, I entered into the bathroom, plugged in my razor, 

and adjusted it to the lowest setting for a nice clean cut. After cutting off the hairs that weren’t 

supposed to be there, I proceeded to trim the strado h

took a quick swipe at my strado when…OH 

When I looked at myself in the mirror, I saw half of my strado was nonexistent because I shaved it off. I 

looked very strange…strangely beautiful, of course, but I couldn’t go to school with half

to cut off the rest of my lip fur, and since you can’t have a beard without a strado, I had to cut the beard 

too. When I was done, the first thing I did was laugh. It was the 

the Hair 

This morning I woke up 30 minutes later than I was supposed to (thanks a lot, alarm clock), which left 

me 30 minutes to pack my bag and get dressed. I finished dressing and saw that I had 2 minutes to get 

caught a glimpse of my face I saw that I needed to give my beard and 

At this point, allow me to pause to get on my soapbox.  

I hate the word “mustache” because it either sounds like a really formal British dining cuisine, or 

was the genius who came up with the idea to merge the words “mustard” and 

“ache” to describe the hair above a man’s (and in some cases woman’s) upper lip? It should’ve 

been a much cooler word like…like STRADO.  

strado, you’ve got there. 

Why, thank you. When I’m not riding my Harley into the sunset, I like to hang out at saloons and 

comb my strado with a fine tooth comb 

You are just too cool. Why can’t I grow a strado?!?! 

Okay, I will now dismount the soapbox. 

ith 2 minutes to groom myself and leave the house, I entered into the bathroom, plugged in my razor, 

and adjusted it to the lowest setting for a nice clean cut. After cutting off the hairs that weren’t 

supposed to be there, I proceeded to trim the strado hairs that were rebelliously growing too long. I 

took a quick swipe at my strado when…OH SNAP! I forgot to adjust the razor.  

When I looked at myself in the mirror, I saw half of my strado was nonexistent because I shaved it off. I 

gely beautiful, of course, but I couldn’t go to school with half

to cut off the rest of my lip fur, and since you can’t have a beard without a strado, I had to cut the beard 

too. When I was done, the first thing I did was laugh. It was the kind of laugh you make 
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This morning I woke up 30 minutes later than I was supposed to (thanks a lot, alarm clock), which left 

me 30 minutes to pack my bag and get dressed. I finished dressing and saw that I had 2 minutes to get 

saw that I needed to give my beard and 

ritish dining cuisine, or 

was the genius who came up with the idea to merge the words “mustard” and 

“ache” to describe the hair above a man’s (and in some cases woman’s) upper lip? It should’ve 

Why, thank you. When I’m not riding my Harley into the sunset, I like to hang out at saloons and 

ith 2 minutes to groom myself and leave the house, I entered into the bathroom, plugged in my razor, 

and adjusted it to the lowest setting for a nice clean cut. After cutting off the hairs that weren’t 

airs that were rebelliously growing too long. I 

When I looked at myself in the mirror, I saw half of my strado was nonexistent because I shaved it off. I 

gely beautiful, of course, but I couldn’t go to school with half-a-strado. I had 

to cut off the rest of my lip fur, and since you can’t have a beard without a strado, I had to cut the beard 

you make when you’ve  
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Beware the Hair (continued) 

realized that you have just accidently cut off both of your thumbs and you’ll have to live with the pain 

and the agony for the rest of your life. 

It was 68 degrees outside, I was 3 minutes late, and my upper lip was cold. My strado is usually there to 

bring warmth to my lip on cold days like these, but strado aint there no mo’. I’m considering going 

strado-less until the wintertime because I kinda like this look, but just in case it doesn’t work out, I can 

always re-grow it as fast as a European wildebeest, thanks to my messed up genes. 

P.S: Despite the brief setback in the bathroom, I made it to school on time. I am amazing! 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, September 22, 2005 

“Personal Experiences” 
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Getting the Creative Juices Flowing

The majority of the entries that I write come from my Pocket PC, 

notepad. I use my spare time to type out each entry

to re-type and proofread what was

Yesterday, I sat down to re-type the entry, but each tim

handheld, which laid flat on the desk, my neck started to hurt. Immediately, my creative juices 

started flowing and I constructed an apparatus to hold the handheld at a 45 degree angle for 

easy viewing.  

While watching TV, I constructed “

popsicle sticks. One hour later, I had a solution that’

relaxing in the future, hence the name “

After a couple coats of paint and a patent, this baby will be ready to hit mass production.

In the process of being the black male version of Martha Stewart, I lost all zeal to 

that lead to the invention.  

 

Follow Up: 

 

After making the Gerelaxer version 1, I made a version 2 for the Palm Treo.  

 

Getting the Creative Juices Flowing

 

The majority of the entries that I write come from my Pocket PC, which serves as my digital 

notepad. I use my spare time to type out each entry and then I return to my desktop computer

type and proofread what was written earlier to publish it onto the site.  

type the entry, but each time I leaned over to read the screen of the 

handheld, which laid flat on the desk, my neck started to hurt. Immediately, my creative juices 

started flowing and I constructed an apparatus to hold the handheld at a 45 degree angle for 

hing TV, I constructed “The Gerelaxer” out of Elmer’s Carpenter’s Wood Glue and 33 

r later, I had a solution that’ll make journal entries a lot easier and more 

n the future, hence the name “Gerelaxer.” 

of paint and a patent, this baby will be ready to hit mass production.

In the process of being the black male version of Martha Stewart, I lost all zeal to 

Posted by Geremy F 

Sunday, September 18, 2005

“Random” 

After making the Gerelaxer version 1, I made a version 2 for the Palm Treo.   
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Getting the Creative Juices Flowing 

which serves as my digital 

then I return to my desktop computer 

e I leaned over to read the screen of the 

handheld, which laid flat on the desk, my neck started to hurt. Immediately, my creative juices 

started flowing and I constructed an apparatus to hold the handheld at a 45 degree angle for 

s Wood Glue and 33 

ll make journal entries a lot easier and more 

of paint and a patent, this baby will be ready to hit mass production. 

In the process of being the black male version of Martha Stewart, I lost all zeal to type the entry 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, September 18, 2005 
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Jihad:  Stop and Shop Branded Pop Tarts 

Let me get right into the dilemma… 

Rather than buy the Kellogg’s Branded Pop-Tarts, my family decided to buy the Stop and Shop 

branded “Toaster Treats,” to save 13 cents per box. It seemed like a good idea at the time 

because we bought 3 boxes, which left us with enough saved money to buy a bag of chips and 

one individually wrapped Swedish fish (my official unit of measurement), but we paid for our 

decision later. 

Before school on Wednesday, I ate one pop-tar…uhh….I mean, “toaster treat” as a simple 

breakfast-on-the-go. By the time my first class was over, I heard bubbling in my stomach that 

felt like hot lava. Minutes later, the hot lava felt like it was going to erupt, so I skipped my next 

class and sped home.  

The ONE day that I had to get home quickly was the ONE day that every senior citizen felt the 

need to drive their large Buicks at a whopping 11mph, which caused my 17 minute trip to take 

37 minutes, while I drove in pain. When I got home, I put the car in park and ran to the 

bathroom to release the lava that plagued my insides. For the sake of keeping this story PG, I’ll 

spare you the rest of details, but after I finished my duty (no pun intended) I had to lie down 

because I felt weak. 

When I regained strength, I went to the library to study. Everything was nice and peaceful for 

about 2 hours, but then the Mount Toaster Treat was ready to erupt again. I knew that trouble 

was on the way, so I quickly packed up my things and ran to my car. As I was speeding home, I 

called my sister and told her about my dilemma and she said, “THE SAME THING HAPPENED TO 

ME AND [DAD] YESTERDAY!” Just then, it was apparent that Stop and Shop branded “Toaster 

Treats” had attacked my family. 

For that reason, I am forced to declare permanent Jihad on Stop and Shop branded “Toaster 

Treats.” Keep away from them, unless you plan on having an activity filled day…on the toilet. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, October 13, 2005 

“Rant” 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

To this day I refuse to touch any form of “pop tarts.”  I’m not quite ready to cross that bridge again. 
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Hand Abuse 

As you can tell from my past experiences, I am not the type of guy to get down and dirty to do manual 

labor, but that doesn’t mean that I cannot do it. In order to finish my new work office I had to paint, run 

wires, and lay tile. Of course, this meant long hours on my hands and knees to get the job done. When 

the room was finished, my hands were red and had calluses. To top it off, hours after finishing the room, 

I had to play drums on a drum kit that looked like it got into a fight with a steam roller and lost badly. 

The outcome: a bloody hand that bled all over my pants. Good thing I wore black pants instead of the 

bright orange ones that make people envious of my orangy-ness. 

Due to the weekend of pain and torture to my hands, they now look like the hands of an aged 

construction worker who fought in ‘nam. Simply put, my hands look like feet—cold, ashy, hardened, 

bloody feet with yellow corns on every toe.  

I’m going to do my fands (feet-hands) a favor and stop typing now. They deserve a rest. 

P.S: I’m a pretty dark guy, so red hands are not a common sight for me. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, October 30, 2005 

“Personal Experiences” 
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Go Hard or Go Home 

Like many others, I’ve made “Go Hard or Go Home” my personal motto to force me to go to the extreme 

in anything that I do. I don’t just want to wear yellow, I want to be the yellowest person in the room. I 

don’t just want to have a clean car, I want to have the brightest reflection of a sheer masterpiece on 

four wheels. I don’t just want an A, I want an A plus…no, I want an A multiply. But for the past few 

weeks, I haven’t been going pretty hard. 

I haven’t been putting any kind of effort into getting dressed and I’ve been resorting to generic outfits 

like hoodies. My car has been dirty with bug intestines splattered across the front and I think I have a 

rottening body in my trunk. My room hasn’t had any place to walk and I have no idea where my bed is 

anymore. I have been putting an average effort into writing papers, which will give me average grades, 

which just isn’t good enough. 

Geremy, SHAPE UP!  

This is the end of my slacking. I WILL go hard because I don’t want to go home.  

The Geremy that we all know and love will be back to his normal self very soon, as soon as he gets 

everything back to normal. 

I WILL be the first.  

I WILL to be the best.  

I WILL to be MADE.  

Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, October 31, 2005 

“Personal Experiences” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I fell off the whole “go hard or go home” philosophy for a while, but as soon as I picked it back up I got Dean’s List 

every semester, among many other achievements.  I don’t mean to toot my own horn, but TOOT. 
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Success: Soon and Very Soon 

Whenever someone asks me for a description for my website, I say “twenty year old self-proclaimed 

genius allows you to track his path to success via geremology.com.” But there’s one problem: thus far, I 

haven’t divulged any information about my plan to be successful. 

After using last week to plan my major milestones for the next 15 years, I have decided to pursue two 

goals: 

1)  Get an internship 

I have tons of employment experience from “crew transporter” to TV editor, but I haven’t had any 

business-field related experience. I’ve had two meetings with my school’s career counselor and I 

have my third meeting tomorrow. If all goes well, I will have an internship by January of 2006…then 

I will rise to CEO of the company.  

2) Develop a publicly available website 

I have a dream that one day even the internet, a dangerous place, sweltering with the heat of 

inappropriate websites, will be transformed into an oasis of geremological goodness. 

I have an idea for a website that millions of people will be able to visit every day to manage their lives. 

That’s the vaguest description that I can give before my meeting with a lawyer tomorrow, but after I find 

a web designer/programmer and collect the initial $2000 to get started on the initial costs, more 

information will be shared. 

So this has been your Geremology minute on the subject of success. When I become rich and famous, 

you can tell all of your friends, “I used to watch that kid make a fool of himself back when he was poor”  

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, November 14, 2005 

“Personal Experiences” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Exactly one month after typing this entry I got my first internship, which also turned into my first post-graduate 

job.  The website idea is still in slow development, but maybe one day you will hear more about it.   
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I…I can’t see 
I’ve been infected with the worst cold ever to grace mankind 

It started out very typical with a stuffy nose, then it progressed to dry

major headaches. I was able to handle these things every

but what came next caught me off-guard.

I’ve never heard of a cold symptom quite like this one, but my vision started to become pixelated. 

Everywhere I looked resembled the picture above and it got progres

was at school when all of this was happening, I knew that I needed to rush home while I still had some of 

my sight left.  

 

I got home safely despite my 90/90 vision

anything into my body. Since I couldn’t see much, I took the first medicine

drank a lot of it, then I headed to bed. I woke up 3 hours later expecting to have my vision back again, 

but I felt worse than before. In fact, I

antennas necessary.  

 

I went back to the medicine cabinet and

hopes of making the cold go away and getting my eyesight back. Finally

dramatic recovery. Now that it’s 2 days later, I am fully recovered and I have my 20/10 vision back….but 

I still can’t get rid of the Spanish voices in my head.

 

infected with the worst cold ever to grace mankind a mere 20 hours after typing my last

It started out very typical with a stuffy nose, then it progressed to dry-heaving, then it progressed to 

major headaches. I was able to handle these things every easily because of my “high tolerance for pain,”

guard. 

I’ve never heard of a cold symptom quite like this one, but my vision started to become pixelated. 

Everywhere I looked resembled the picture above and it got progressively worse as time went on. Since I 

was at school when all of this was happening, I knew that I needed to rush home while I still had some of 

/90 vision and I went directly to the medicine cabinet to dump e

anything into my body. Since I couldn’t see much, I took the first medicine-like thing that I saw and 

drank a lot of it, then I headed to bed. I woke up 3 hours later expecting to have my vision back again, 

but I felt worse than before. In fact, I started hearing telemundo broadcasts going on in my head…no 

I went back to the medicine cabinet and drank a lot of some other liquid and headed back to sleep with 

hopes of making the cold go away and getting my eyesight back. Finally after 10 more hours, I made a 

dramatic recovery. Now that it’s 2 days later, I am fully recovered and I have my 20/10 vision back….but 

I still can’t get rid of the Spanish voices in my head. 

Posted by Geremy F 

Thursday, November 17, 2005

“Personal Exper
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a mere 20 hours after typing my last entry. 

heaving, then it progressed to 

of my “high tolerance for pain,” 

 
I’ve never heard of a cold symptom quite like this one, but my vision started to become pixelated. 

sively worse as time went on. Since I 

was at school when all of this was happening, I knew that I needed to rush home while I still had some of 

and I went directly to the medicine cabinet to dump every and 

like thing that I saw and 

drank a lot of it, then I headed to bed. I woke up 3 hours later expecting to have my vision back again, 

started hearing telemundo broadcasts going on in my head…no 

liquid and headed back to sleep with 

after 10 more hours, I made a 

dramatic recovery. Now that it’s 2 days later, I am fully recovered and I have my 20/10 vision back….but 

Posted by Geremy F  

Thursday, November 17, 2005 

“Personal Experiences” 
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I Would Like to Give Thanks for My Cooking Skillzzzzzzzzz 

Happy Thanksgiving to you all. I hope that your day was filled with the joyous consumption of our 

formerly feathered friends.  

Unlike previous Thanksgivings, I decided to honor the people in my family with the pleasure of being 

able to taste the many masterpieces that I am able to create in the kitchen. While my mom started 

making the turkey (cooking it, not giving birth to it) I made the potato salad. I used a ruler and my 

award-winning precision to cut each potato block into perfect 2cm x 2cm squares so that there would be 

an equal ratio of potato-ey goodness in each bite. If I had to summarize the potato  salad in one word, it 

would be mind-blowingly-mackadocious. 

Since I mastered the art of the potato salad, I went on to make a macaroni pie. I grated the cheese ever 

so gently, and made sure that only the finest cheeses made it into the pie. The macaroni pie took a lot of 

time to make, but it was worth every second of my time. 

I had some spare time after the pie and I wanted to try my hand at dessert, so I tried to bake a cake, but 

just like my past endeavors with baking, the cake didn’t turn out so well. I don’t know what happened. I 

followed the instructions on the box, put in exactly enough ingredients, but my cake still ended up 

tasting like a mixture of flour, wood, and a 9 volt battery (don’t ask). 

Thanksgiving as a whole went well for the family. The five of us sat at the table and filled our plates with 

the many pounds of food that was laid out on the table. Personally, I packed my plate with everything 

(except the cholesteroleriffic lasagna) and I ate until I was in danger of tearing my stomach lining.  

I doubt that your Thanksgiving was as good as mine because you didn’t have GEREMY as your chef, but I 

hope that it went well anyway. 

 

Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, November 24, 2005 

“Personal Experiences” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

Since writing this post, I haven’t done much cooking.  I plan on getting back into it over the next few years; 

however, I am not going to make it a regular thing.  Sorry, future wife.   
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Its Time has Come

In August 2004, I started my hat collection with a size 7 

was my favorite hat because it matched most of my clothes and it was also very comfortable. I wore the 

hat at least 3 times a week and I believe that it played a significant part in 

happened to me in the last year and three months. Unfortunately, after 15 months of service I must 

officially retire the cap. 

Dear Cap,  

 

I’ll keep this short and sweet because I know that you don’t like to read. You have shielded 

from many potential “bad-hair days” and protected my dome from being soaked in the rain. 

Even when people tried to make fun of you, you stayed with me. You got me ahead (no pun 

intended) in life, but now it’s time for you to go. Peace.

Sincerely,  

Geremy F. 

 

 

 

Its Time has Come 

at collection with a size 7 5/8 Mitchell and Ness throwback cap. This cap 

was my favorite hat because it matched most of my clothes and it was also very comfortable. I wore the 

hat at least 3 times a week and I believe that it played a significant part in the positive things that 

happened to me in the last year and three months. Unfortunately, after 15 months of service I must 

I’ll keep this short and sweet because I know that you don’t like to read. You have shielded 

hair days” and protected my dome from being soaked in the rain. 

Even when people tried to make fun of you, you stayed with me. You got me ahead (no pun 

intended) in life, but now it’s time for you to go. Peace. 
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5/8 Mitchell and Ness throwback cap. This cap 

was my favorite hat because it matched most of my clothes and it was also very comfortable. I wore the 

the positive things that 

happened to me in the last year and three months. Unfortunately, after 15 months of service I must 

I’ll keep this short and sweet because I know that you don’t like to read. You have shielded me 

hair days” and protected my dome from being soaked in the rain. 

Even when people tried to make fun of you, you stayed with me. You got me ahead (no pun 
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Its Time has Come 

Getting rid of the hat will leave a vacancy in my hat collection, so I picked up a newer style Red Sox hat 

to continue the legacy. In 25 years when the hat is discolored, old, and withering away like my late 

great-grandpa I plan to pass this cap onto my firstborn daughter. She will probably refuse it because it’s 

the “cool thing to do,” but I am confident that after I sit her down, show her this journal entry, and whip 

out the belt, we’ll see eye to eye. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I no longer wear the new Boston Red Sox hat because someone sat on it and I refuse to wear crushed hats, but I 

am still keeping it to give to my firstborn daughter.  I made a promis

the coolest girl in her class!   

 

Its Time has Come  (continued) 

Getting rid of the hat will leave a vacancy in my hat collection, so I picked up a newer style Red Sox hat 

to continue the legacy. In 25 years when the hat is discolored, old, and withering away like my late 

grandpa I plan to pass this cap onto my firstborn daughter. She will probably refuse it because it’s 

the “cool thing to do,” but I am confident that after I sit her down, show her this journal entry, and whip 

Posted by Geremy F 

Sunday, November 

“Purchase” 

I no longer wear the new Boston Red Sox hat because someone sat on it and I refuse to wear crushed hats, but I 

am still keeping it to give to my firstborn daughter.  I made a promise and now I must uphold it.  She’s gonna be 
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Getting rid of the hat will leave a vacancy in my hat collection, so I picked up a newer style Red Sox hat 

to continue the legacy. In 25 years when the hat is discolored, old, and withering away like my late 

grandpa I plan to pass this cap onto my firstborn daughter. She will probably refuse it because it’s 

the “cool thing to do,” but I am confident that after I sit her down, show her this journal entry, and whip 

Posted by Geremy F  

, November 27, 2005 

I no longer wear the new Boston Red Sox hat because someone sat on it and I refuse to wear crushed hats, but I 

e and now I must uphold it.  She’s gonna be 
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New Year, New Slogan 

I’ve left behind my old slogan, “go hard or go home” in 2005. For 2006, I’ve adopted the motivating 

statement, “the only place where success comes before work is in the dictionary,” and what better way 

to welcome this new slogan than to, well….work. 

Today is the first day of school for the second semester and, like last semester, I am taking the maximum 

allowable credits, in addition to working two part-time jobs. I’m not Jamaican, I don’t have kids to feed, 

and I am not in debt, so one job would be sufficient for me, but in order to prove to myself that I am, in 

fact, a human “He-Man,” I am pushing my body to the max.  

Under this new lifestyle, I have to pencil-in time to eat, sleep, breathe, and blink, otherwise I probably 

won’t have time to perform these simple tasks. There isn’t a spare second in my week and a typical night 

will consist of a maximum of 5 hours of sleep, but I’m not worried because it is all part of my master 

plan. 

One of the things on my list of goals for the next few years is to buy a multi-family house within a year of 

graduating without having to borrow any money from anyone for closing costs. Another thing on my list 

is to buy a good reliable luxury car (read: NOT NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5S w/CONVENIENCE PACKAGE AND 175 

HORSEPOWER ENGINE THAT IS POWERED BY 12 MICE). Another thing on my list is to buy one pair of 

“air-force One” sneakers each month. These things wouldn’t be possible without lots and lots of work, 

which is why I am doing the things that I am doing. 

New year, new semester, new changes, new Geremy. Respek! 

 

 

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, January 11, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I was not even conscious of this before re-reading this entry, but I’ve just realized that I have met 2/3 of the goals 

listed in this entry.  If all goes well, I will meet the third goal before 2008.  It’s time to see if I’m really He-Man! 
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Post-Work Nap 

When I was in first grade, my dad worked in a blade-sharpening company as an expert blade sharpener 

(I’m not sure if that was sarcasm or not). Everyday when he came home, he spent time with the family 

for about an hour before heading to bed. I watched this perceived act of laziness everyday and made a 

pact with myself that I’ll never go straight to bed after coming home from work. It’s too bad that pacts, 

like rules, were made to be broken. 

After work each day, I head directly to my bedroom and pass out—it’s a ritual. My body knows to 

activate hibernation at 6:15pm each day and restart at 7:30pm, at which point I usually stumble 

downstairs and try to piece together the day. After really analyzing my sleeping pattern, I’ve realized 

that I’m worse than my dad back-in-the-day, who would usually play with my sister and me before 

heading to rest. I don’t even have the energy to play (aka taunt and berate) with my 22 year old sister, 

or talk to my little brother, using long complicated terms that he won’t and can’t understand.  

This has been a rude awakening (no pun intended) for me. My dad started taking his post-work naps 

when he started the family in his 20’s. Does this mean that I am on my way towards marriage and 

procreating? I hope not! If so, the world would be instantly destroyed because two generations of 

Geremys simply cannot be contained in one solar system. 

 

 

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, February 11, 2006 

“Work” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I no longer take post work naps because I am not as drained after work anymore.  The key to the transformation 

was me pacing myself…either that or laziness.  Hopefully the former greater than the latter. 
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Fraud Stops Development 
I’m not even going to lie. I haven’t even thought about starting to work on the rest of the design for this 

site. For that reason, it is very doubtful that the other pages will be completed by the end of the month. 

 

Reason being?  I was the victim of credit card fraud and I had to spend my web design time to track 

down the offender. Ending result: new credit card and reversed charges. Since the old credit card is gone 

now, feel free to use the credit card number to do what you’d like.  

 

Visa # 4430510022081218 

 
Disclaimer: If you are subsequently arrested for attempting to use this number, Geremology.com and its affiliates 

are NOT RESPONSIBLE for bailing you out of jail, writing a journal entry about your experience, and/or all medical 

costs associated with your incarceration. Remember that the card is reported stolen, so use at your own risk! 

 

Now I will resume the development of Geremology.com. 

 

Thank you. 

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Monday, February 20, 2006 

“Personal Experience” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I wasn’t really sure about the legal repercussions of me posting my credit card number online, but no cops have 

arrested me yet.  Hopefully it stays that way. 
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Yo Momma’s So Fat... 

I’m a champion. 

Well, I don’t know yet. 

 

I suggested that the members of my family go on a weight challenge to see which person could lose 

15lbs first. The sweeter part of the deal is that the winner receives $75 from each person for a collective 

sum of $300.  

We weighed in on Monday night at 8pm, which left Monday morning and afternoon for a last minute 

pig-out. During the 15 hour period between when I woke up to when I weighed in, I consumed at least 

20,000 calories. I consumed…no, DEVOURED everything from whole hams to entire boxes of cereal and I 

felt great doing it. When I weighed myself, I was 3lbs heavier than normal. Let’s just hope that the 

weight comes off as fast as it went on.  

My plan of attack was simple—don’t eat. Unfortunately, to a person who consumes bacon, 1/2 box of 

cereal w/ full cream milk, pancakes, waffles, pb&j sandwiches, and entire fruit baskets as a light 

breakfast meal, this diet would put my body in a state of shock and eventually cause me to pass out. 

After unsuccessfully attempting to survive only on water and apples, I’ve realized that I need to come up 

with a better plan. 

My diet for yesterday and today has consisted of rice cakes, water, grapes, and apples, but I will 

probably get sick of eating the same things every day. That is why I’m turning to the billions of people on 

the internet for help in helping me to drop 15 lbs in 7 days or less. I don’t care if it’s impossible or 

not…I’m Geremy. I need to win that money, not only to shove my victory in the faces of my family 

members, but also because I have already spent the money with the expectation that I’m going to win 

and I am now in the red. Help! 

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Friday, March 3, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 
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Rent…and I’m not even on Broadway! 

The first chunk of my paycheck last month went towards rent. I’ve been living with my parents since I 

was a fetus, but now that I am 20 I’ve been instructed that I have to pay rent. Of course they don’t call it 

“rent,” but let’s face the facts. I pay a set amount each month and if I don’t, I’ll have to sleep in the back 

seat of a velvet beige, salt covered, 2003 Nissan Altima. 

And what additional utilities does the rent include? Light, gas, water, heat, cable, food, and “family.” 

Sure it’s a steal of a deal to live in a decent sized 5 bedroom house, but after considering that I’ve gotten 

these amenities for free for the last 240 months, I feel cheated. 

This new liability gives me the extra little push that I needed to start the process to purchase my own 

house. And when I purchase my house, I will not be moving out. The two options will be  

1) live on my own and pay a mortgage of $2000+, or  

2)  live with my parents and pay less than $300/mo with everything included.  

When I start my family, they’ll move in also and we’ll all live in my bedroom. At that point, when people 

say “Geremy, you’re such a scrub…you still live with your parents” I can confidently respond “no, I’m not 

living with them…we’re just chillin!” 

 
Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, March 12, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I’m still “chillin” with my parents and I’m still paying rent.  <<Insert sad face here>> 
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Geremy’s Gournal: My Day 

This is the Diary of Geremy. As a spin-off of the show “MTV’s Diary,” I created “Geremology’s Gournal” 

to show a day in the life of Geremy. In planning this entry, I had to choose my least busiest day of the 

week to have enough time to take pictures of everything. Unfortunately, my least busy day turned into a 

very hectic day due to unforeseen circumstances. 

You think you know…and you probably do. This is the diary of Geremy. 

The following took place on March 15, 2006 

 

On Tuesday night I set 3 alarms to wake me at 5am, but 

since I was blessed with the extraordinary gift of being able 

to sleep through a stampede of excitatory drug-injected 

bison I did not wake up until 5:50am. Luckily, I insert a time 

cushion of 1 hour between when I am scheduled to wake up 

and the time that I should wake up. 

 

 

My day always starts with me answering email requests (aka 

fan mail from my followers in Indonesia) received the night 

before.  

 

 

 

 

 

Then I set aside my clothes to wear. Unlike normal people, I 

choose the sneakers that I want to wear first, In this case it 

was the Nike Air Force One Premium Escapes, then I match 

the outfit to the sneakers; however, since it’s 5am in the 

morning, it’s too early to care. Due to my obsession with 

hats, I must always choose a one to wear with my outfit. It is 

rare that you’ll ever see me in the wild (aka, not at church or 

work) without a hat. 

In addition, I had to iron and lay out my clothes for job # 2.  

Then I brush my teeth, take a shower, prep myself, etc, and head downstairs to leave. 
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Geremy’s Gournal: My Day (continued) 

 

But before leaving, I get my lunch for the day. I hate being on 

a diet, but I have to win that money. 

 

 

 

When I go into the car to leave, it’s usually around 6:15am. If 

I’m earlier than 6:15 I go to QuickChek and get coffee, if I’m 

later than 6:15, I go directly to work. It’s my way of 

disciplining myself for lateness.  

 

 

 

 

Then I join the morning rush to get to job # 1, which is my job 

as a TV editor. 

 

 

 

 

 

I usually edit a 30 minute program, which takes anywhere 

from 2 to 3 hours, but since I started editing this program last 

week it only took me ten minutes to finish. BUT… 
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 Geremy’s Gournal: My Day (continued) 
 

BUT THIS STUBBORN CLIP KEPT FREEZING THE COMPUTER, SO I 

HAD TO SPEND 1 HOUR RECAPTURING AND REDITING IT. I 

wasn’t happy. Wasn’t happy at all.  

 

After fiddling with this clip to make it work I had to take a 

break, so I drove to the nearest coffee shop—7-eleven.  

 

 

 

A word of advice for those who are in dire need of coffee and 

are considering getting it from 7-eleven…don’t. You’d be better 

off mixing WD-40 with rubbing alcohol and lead-based paint 

because that’s exactly what it tasted like. How do I know what 

the mixture tastes like? It was late, I was thirsty, and I used 

what I had. Don’t ask.  

 

 

When the tape was finally finished, it was time to drop it off to 

the television station. Usually, I can’t make phone calls without 

putting a stop to what I’m doing, so I schedule all of my phone 

calls to be made while I’m driving somewhere. This was one of 

the phone calls that I had scheduled for the day.  

Luckily, I had the hands free car kit so I can talk with both 

hands on the wheel. Nothing puts a damper on a phone call 

like a car accident. 

 

Half hour later, I arrive at the station and the tapes were 

dropped off.  

Every other week I have 2 more television stations for program 

dropoffs, but this isn’t one of those weeks. 
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Geremy’s Gournal: My Day (continued) 
 

From there, I hop on the highway and head home.  

 

 

 

 

One hour later, I get home and use the 30 minutes to take 

care of the things that I didn’t have time to do earlier, like 

shave.  

I shave with an adjustable trimmer rather than an electric 

shaver to allow me to trim, shape, and cut all of my face/head 

hair with one piece of equipment.  

 

After shaving I changed my clothes to something fresh, which 

set me back 5 minutes on the schedule. Yet, I still found time 

to take a picture of my newest acquisition: Nike Air Force One 

Baseball Pack which makes this my fifth pair of Air Force 

Ones. Yeah, I’m infatuated. 

 

 

 

I had to switch cars because the school hasn’t authorized the 

other car to park on campus. Upon entering the car, the time 

was 9:41am. 

I live exactly 30 minutes away from school. My class starts at 

10am. It takes 7 minutes to walk from the parking deck to my 

classroom. It takes .5 minutes to back out of my driveway. 

Translation: There’s no way that I’ll reach to class on time. 

But then again, I’m Geremy.  
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Geremy’s Gournal: My Day (continued) 

 

I pushed the pedal to the plastic (it’s a cheap car) and I tried to 

get to school as fast as possible. Somehow, the earth was 

against me and I got every single red light on the way to 

school…. all 26 of them. 

 

 

 

I entered the parking deck and looked for the first available 

parking space, which was on the 3rd level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By the time I found a spot, it was 11am and I was late for class.  

Sidenote: I find it very weird that even though I was late for 

class, I still found time to take this picture. I need to reorganize 

my priorities. 

 

 

I had two classes and then I came back to the car for the most 

hectic part of my day. At this point, every second counts 

because I am on a true race for time.  

I have to race home, put on my clothes for job # 2 in 

supersonic, superman-phonebooth speed, and race to work in 

25 minutes. Except, it’s completely, utterly, thoroughly, 

extremely, wholly impossible to do this. Yet I manage. 
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Geremy’s Gournal: My Day (continued) 

 

While speeding home, it’s time to eat my first meal of the 

day: an apple. It wasn’t the best apple in the world, but after 

9 hours of hunger it tasted like potatoes and pizza, which is a 

good thing…I hope.  

 

 

 

There are no pictures from here on because time simply didn’t permit, but be clear—I made it to job # 

2 on time! 

I left work a little late because of some stuff to catch up on 

but when I finally headed home at 6:30, I felt happy—Happy  

that the day was finally over and I was able to rest.  

 

 

 

This has been a typical “tame” day in the life of Geremy. Usually, I am swamped with a variety of other 

things that complicate my day, yet I somehow manage to stay on top of things and maintain this 

website. So when you are sleeping until 2pm in your nice comfortable bed, know that Geremy is up and 

working…working hard! 

Posted by Geremy F  

Saturday, March 18, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 
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Weight Challenge Update 

Last week I was going great. I lost a total of 11lbs and only had 4lbs to go before the money was 

mine…but then I went nuts. I won’t say what I ate—I’ll just say that after my eating binge, I’ve gained 

back 10lbs, which makes up a total loss of 1lb. ONE LUB!!!  

I’ll start my diet tomorrow. 

Posted by Geremy F  

Wednesday, April 5, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 
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You Maid Me Do It! 

One of the newly added perks of being a renter is that I get maid service. Someone told me not to call 

them “maids” because it’s a derogatory term for a housekeeper, but they know what they are….they’re 

maids.  

Last Thursday was the first day that the maids were scheduled to clean my room and I made it my duty 

to put them to the test. I emptied my desk drawers and clothes in my closet onto the floor, and left 

money in secretly obvious places. After I strategically set the scene, I went to school for my last day of 

classes.  

Hours later, I got home and saw that the crew was still at the house. Rather than entertain petty 

conversation, I went directly up to my room and inspected everything with a fine tooth comb. The 

clothes were put into the closet, the random items were put back into their rightful places, and the 

money was still there. I observed even farther and saw that they found my laptop adapter, wrapped it 

up, and put it into my desk drawer. Also, they cleaned under the bed, and vacuumed my rugs.  

But they weren’t perfect.  

Right now, my most important possessions are my sneakers, which are typically limited-quick releases, 

stored in their original boxes to limit their exposure to impure sources of oxygen, while maintaining 

their original luster and preserving the unique “Nike Sneaker smell.” Unfortunately, the cleaning people 

did not understand my unsafe sneaker infatuation and threw the sneaker boxes (sans sneakers) into the 

trash.  

As soon as I realized the lack of a contained living environment for the sneakers, I was ready to pounce. 

It was like walking into your house and seeing the family piranah out of its tank. These things need to 

stay in their given habitat! 

Right before I transformed into a ball of fire to release my wrath upon the maids, my mom came into my 

room with all of my sneaker boxes in her hands. She understands me. 

Man, by nature, would attempt to retaliate in some degree when faced with this type of situation, but 

somehow I retaliated before they got a chance to, um… taliate. While cleaning my room, one maid let 

out a loud shriek. When the other maid heard the noise, she entered the room to look for the cause of 

the ruckus. Seconds later, maid # 2 also let out a shriek and bolted out of my room. 

My mom asked them what was the problem, and they kept saying “BOMB!” She then walked into my 

room to see what they were talking about and she discovered my grenade in the middle of the room. 

Lesson to be learned: My room is da BOMB! 

Posted by Geremy F  

Wednesday, April 5, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 
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My Car History Continues 

I spent prom night of my senior year of high school in the hospital because an impatient woman ran a 

stop sign and wrecked my beloved 1991 Lexus LS400 that I got for my 17th birthday. Months after the 

incident I was car-less and had to borrow my sister’s Chevy Malibu to go everywhere. My dad, feeling 

sorry for me and my inability to freely go where I needed to, stepped in on my 18th birthday to fund the 

down payment of my current car, the 2003 Nissan Altima 2.5s featuring a 175hp engine that is powered 

by a juiced-up rat in a wheel.  

For the duration of the lease I faithfully made payments and kept her clean, even though she was the 

victim of 3 hit-and-runs, 2 key-ings, and 6 drive-by hissings. I took her places, bought her shoes, and 

washed her all the time, but now, her time is over. 

Once again my dad came to my rescue and discussed his plan to give me a certain amount of money to 

fund a portion of the price of my next car. He suggested that I take the money and buy a used Hyundai 

Elantra, but sorry…I’m just not a used Hyundai Elantra type of guy. 

I narrowed my choices to three cars: 

• Audi A8 

• BMW 740i 

• My dream coffee colored Lexus LS400 

After looking for 10 days, I found THE CAR. 

I assessed my finances, came up with a way to pay for the car without selling my body, and then bought 

it. Now, I am (once again) the owner of a sweet new fully loaded Lexus LS400, the family’s 5th and most 

beautiful Lexus to date. The strange thing is that it’s almost the exact car that I asked for last year, with 

the omission of chrome wheels. 

Sorrowfully, this story doesn’t have a fairy-tale ending. Due to the money I’ll be paying Nissan for the 

overage miles and “wear-and-tear” on my Altima, Nissan is predicting a huge boost in third quarter 

earnings. I will be spending the next few years using my new car as a cab to pay back the Nissan mafia. 

How bittersweet! 

Posted by Geremy F  

Sunday, March 12, 2006 

“Personal Experiences” 

 

Follow Up: 

 

I owed Nissan approximately $3,000 in wear and tear and mileage fees, but I was able to renegotiate the fees to 

$843.  I love negotiating.  I was able to pay off the overage fees in a month and I didn’t have to use my new car as a 

cab to break even. 

 


